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News ·notes .· 2ndleadillg cause of death
BY JOAN1WILKE~ON

ability to cope, both niinor and any type of personal problems are
m!iQr problems seem insurmount- encouraged to seek psychological
The second leading cause of . able. Accompanying such frustra- counseling from any one of the
death among college students in tions are strong feelings of guilt following services:
the U.S. is suicide, according to and, _frequently, alienation.
The Counseling and Student
the National Center for Health
These problems lead to an Development Center- Located in
Statistics.
average of four to five severe th~ ··sue · Lombard complex, the
Since 1964, three Central stu- crises, irreluding suicidal tenden- Center is manned full time by five
eies, reported to the Counseling counseling psychologists and a
dents have taken their own lives
· Center each quarter. This quarter · crew of paraprofessionals.
- ~hy, wh~n c~u appears to be .· there have been six crises handled
The Psychology Clinic-Located
a relatively low-key, '1ow-pressliie ti by the Center which were consicollege, sho~d such tragedies j dered severe enough to border on in the Psychology Building, the
Clinic is a training center in which
oc:cur? According_to Dr. Mclnelly, ' nervous breakdowns.
graduate students, preparing for
~ector of the Counsellng ana i;
student Development Center, de- . There seems to be no pattern in . their Masters degree in psycholopression, the most common psy- : the occurrence of psychological . gy provide counseling to fulfill
·chic problem on campus, may well : problems reported to the Counsel- their practicums. The counseling is
· ing Center. They are equally video-taped. and supervised _by the ·
be the root of the problem.
department's faculty.
·
Depression is caused by com- '. ~ivided between th_e class standmon stress situations such as , :l._ngs, the quarters and the weeks
The Campus Ministry-Located
~cademic stress, pressure by pa- ?f the quar:ter, _'"except for an in the south-east corner of the
rents, loneliness and conflict with mcrease durmg finals week.
campus, the Campus Ministry
others. These emotional low periThe Counseling Center records . provides counseling and religious
ods, according to psychologists, show that none of "the three guidance.
are of temporary duration for a students who committed suicide
For 24-hour aid in emotional
healthy, flexible psyche. However, had sought psychological help. For crisis, the Ellensburg Crisis Line
when an individual loses the this reason, students experiencing number_Js1 925-4168 •.

WANT TO LEARN BOW NOT TO GET BUSTED?
KNOW YOUR LEGAL RIGHTS and don't be worried about
being · busted for minor possession or DWI. Maybe you're
' interested in what the law says about unlawful search and seizure~
If so, then t.:VlDE~liE A.ND ARREST is for you. Evidence and
Arnet is a,new class offered for Winter Quarter by th.e Law ·and
Justice Department. The class meets Monday and Wednesday
nights from 7 to 9 p.m.
·
If Civil Law and how it pertains to marriage and divorce is
more along your lines of study, then ·sign up .for FAMIL~ LAW
offered at 8 a.m. Monday-Thursday. Both of these useful law
&sser.ue tau_ght by a n1ghly competenj; attorney who practices
law full time.
WSTORY MEET .
Phi Alpha Theta,. the History Honor Society met 011 November 21j
to elect new officers and plan events for the rest of the year. Paul
Fridlund was elected president and Kelly Sutherland assumed the .
viee-pres1dentiai duties.
The society is organizing a faeult:y-i:at.udent potlu~k dinner to be
at the home of Dr. Gordon Warren. Wednesday, D~ember 7.
all members of the society are urged to contact John Richardson.
Dr. Warren also announced that Phi Alpha Theta's Regional
Convention will be held-on the 29th and 3oth of April. He urged
members t~. .write papers for presentation at the meetin~.
TRAFFIC SAFETY GRANT

Foreign student ·fund .lacks money

Wash_ington State Patrol Trooper Bill Ford, a CWU graduate,
has been ·a warded a prestigious $6,000 grant for study of traffic
safety management at the University of Southern California.
Ford, who just last spring completed a master's degree program
at CWU, will enter the California .u niversity early next year.
Currently assigned to the Cle Elum detachment of the
Washington State Patrol, Ford has been a WSP trooper for six
years. He earned a bachelor's degree from Central in 1969.
Ford's advanced study of traffic :study management in California
is expected to add considerably to his State Patrol capabilities and
is viewed by his WSP superiors as an asset to the police
organization.
SELLING HEARINQ
A public hearing on CWU's policy for selling goods oil campus

,
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will be conducted Tuesday, January 10 in Room 210 of the SUB.

The hearing will be convened to update regulations in light of
Central's new univ.ersity status. The policy limits the selling of any
goods or services on campus and requires specific approval for
these actiyities. All interested persons are encouraged to submit
data, their views or arguments to CWU in writing prior to, or at
thP. hearing.
WORKING ON CAMPUS?

quarter. In past years, a recept~on about these students, one realizes
was held to acquaint the students right away how concerned he is
The Foreign Students Scholar- with Ellensburg, the community, over the plight of students who are
ship Fund is a much needed part of and each other. No such re~eption living thousands of miles away
the financial base for a great was held this year. Dr. LeRoy from the place they grew up. In
number of foreign students coming would like to see a reception most countries the per capita
to Central. Unfortunately, it is organized for all foreign students income for the entire year is far
neither well-established as a fund- · but unfortunately doesn't have the below what it would cost the
ing source nor is it overflowing time to organize it himself as he out-of-state student to go to school
with money. A lack of knowledge will be teaching in the Seattle area in Washington. This factor alone
on the part of the college commu- Winter Quarter and won't be on tends to drive many of the
nity as to the necessity of such a campus to follow it through. ·
potential students away from refund is. l!: major part of the rea_son
Most of Central's foreign stu- ceiving the quality education they
aeeordmg to Dr. Paul LeRoy, a · dent population comes from the came to the United States }ooking
History professor.
· Middle East and Africa. The for. ' "What student that wasn't
Dr. LeRoy began the FC?reign . , culture shock they experience is eligible for financial assistance
Students Schol~rship .Fund a few ' tremendous; many arrive here could afford four years of out-ofmonths ago partly out of the n.:-ed : already in a financial bind, and state tuition, living expenses, plus
to have such a fund and partly 01~t that is rapidly complicated by the · plane fare home?" asks Dr. LeRoy.
of frustration. Previously, no o e: restrictions that the Financial Aid "Not many. Not many at all."
else took any interest in he1pmg l Office places upon out-of-state stu- Unfortunately, that is usually
foreign students. The financial dents. -Many -more students seek- what the student's own governplight of many foreign students ing to attend CWU are turned _m ent requires-that he have in his
was very serious and it remains away because they cannot get any possession (the money, that is)
serious. The reason is that there is kind of aid. Most assistanceships before he is allowed to go to school
very little community support on require either American or Wash- in the U.S.
· Dr. LeRoy cites several reasons
behalf of these students.
ington State residency and that
that foreign students are valuable
Central has between 36-39 for- eliminates foreign students.
1
(Cont. ·on Page 6)
.">.•;-.eign students on campus this
In listening to Dr. Le_Roy talk

BY ROBIN CAMPO
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. All students working on campus are r~quired _to have an
employment clearance f~rm on file in the Student Employment .
Office, Barge Hall 101. Students employed in more 'than one~ 1
d'epartment are required to: have clearance for ·each department. '
Students may call the student employment office to cheek if they
have been properly cleared for employment. The office number is
963-3008. Students who have not been cleared will not be able to ·
receive their paychecks until proper clearance is secured.
COLLEGE CAREER CLINIC
Twelve top Northwest firms will be conducting preliminary job
interviews at the College Career Clinic scheduled for December
2:!-28, at the Olympie Hotel in Seattle. Registration begins at 8
a.m., Tuesday, December Tl, in the Williamsburg Room of the
Olympie Hotel. The firms will interview graduating college seniors
and graduate students interested in career ern.ployment upon
completion of this year's studies.
Firms conducting interviews include: The Boeing ~mpan.z. ~e
Bon, · General Telephone Company, IBM, Ken worth · Truck
Company, Marsh & McLennan, Inc., St. Regis Paper Co., Standard
Insurance Co., Rainier N~tionalBank, Seattle-First National Bank,
Weyerhaeuser Co., and Electronic Data Systems. Corp.
· The Employment Inter-vt9W Guide for the College Career Clinic
is av&ilable at Receptionist's Desk - Career Planning & Placement
Center. · ·

r··HAWA#f C"HARTER""··r

.U97'8 Spr1ng Vacation March 19-26t.
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Student retention main issue .)
_BY LAURIE VALDERHAUG
"The recruitment and retention
of students is the main issue
concerning the Brooks Administration this year," reports Dr.
Jimmy Ray Applegate, assistant
to the president. For the past
month President Brooks and a
carefully selected committee of

~j.......~......
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Airline..:Western
Hotel -Reel :
Costs•Air only-$245 plus· $8 1 s taxe$lnc·e nse &
Stan:dard Twin-$359 plus $8 75 taxes ·
Head Gear
: Superior Twin-$379 plus $8 75 taxes
. Deluxe Twin-$399 plus $8 15 taxes
:, Records, tapes, ,
is;ngle supplement, Triple, ·efe. o·n request~.
waterbeds ·&
~
NOTE: Per person cost
:; :
furniture
~Space: Limited s_pace, make early
~ ~ ......,_ _ _ _ _ _ __
· reservat1ons1
Hour.s : 1-. 1.7 M··,F
:{ Re~ervation deadline-January 2, 1978 .
at. 12 - 6 .,
'1Contact J. w~s1ey erum (96Z-2327)
·:
~P~!' Su~day 1
·:
.
20 SkyHne Dr. Ellensburs, Wa. :
s 1· 0- N. . h R. •' ,,
"
-(Connie) Strauer Travel .Servi~ .
•
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116· VJDe. ·Seattle 981Zl. 1..--54%-'1851
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Administrators have met daily to core group headed by Dr. Helmi
discuss this question of how to Shafik Habit, former chairman of
acquire and retain students to the Faculty Senate, with assis- '
Central.
tanee from Dr. James Harrington, .
At the present time this cabinet Vice President of Academic
is gathering data concerning this Affairs. The group is comprised of
use. Much of- tfi~ information -has six faculty members, along with
come from the office of Dr. Habit and Harrington, who are
Gregory Trujillo, Director of Test- part of a team who are contacting
ing and Evaluative Services. Sug- potential students.
gestions from many sources have
The advisement will discuss
been taken-into ieknowledgement_~ everything from the academic ,
It appears that· the main dilemma programs to financial aid. 'J'he .
is preserving the number of stu- second movement is ehairpersoned ·
dents attending Central. The soph- by Dr. Kenneth Winslow, from the
pniore year is the level in· which a Board of Control. This committee
majority of tlie student population is responsible for a program
is lost.
incorporating student field repreAll on-campus sources, conse- sentatives. These certain students
quently, have been consulted. Dr. will work with the Residence Hall
Applegate, the president's assis- Council to contact potential stutant, outlined, "Everyone from the , dents from their home towns
·. Alumni Association to the Res- , during vacations and discuss Cenidenee Hall Council has been tral. Two training sessions, yet to.
contacted to help overcome this be scheduled, will be conducted by
obstacle."
Winslow and his council. It is
"These ·proposlils," he con:. ' apparent, therefore, that a major
tinue~ ~~e logged in terms of ; . concern and priority is advisetheir immediate impact and feasi- ment.
bility, then copied and are given to
-Dr. Applegate feels that the
the committee for discussion and
action." "The chief purpose of this · best goodwill ambassadors for
council," Applegate stressed, "is to Central are the students. "Word of
coordinate and develop an ongoing mouth is the most effective way of
effort to retain and recruit stu- administering information. Utlizdents with the involvement or' the ing the present students, who
total campus and surrounding have gone through training periods will more than likely have the
.community."
This effort is commenced wit)1 greatest impact," stated Appletwo major a~tivi~ies._ The first is ~ gate.
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Though a lengthy process.

Arbitration Council helps students
BY KIM GAINES
To bring a case to tlie- Arbitration Council, a person must notify
the Coordinator in person and
submit a signed statement giving
the reason for filing and names of
person(s) involved. The Coordinator then has five working days to
set a hearing date, time arid place,
notify the involved person(s), select council members and do any
preliminary work. The involved
person(s) should have a minimum
of three days notice of the hearing.
He will be sent a letter stating the
nature of .the complaint.
Before the council meeting, the
members will meet among themselves to review their responsibilities and options. When the meeting begins the Coordinator will
present the details of the case to
the other members. The members
may ask questions of the Coordinator, person(sr appearing-before the
council, person(s.) filing the com- ·
plaint or any witnesses. The
council may decide to hear separatefy the statements- of the person(s) named and person(s) filing
·the complaint.
Attendance. at the hear_ings is
limited to members of the council,
staff members of the involved
residence hall(s) who wish to
attend, Director or Assistant Director of Residence Living, the
Director of Housing Services or
their designee(s), person(s) filing~
person(s) named and any other
interested person(s) that the council should ·choose to admit.
Positive behavior change is the
primary motivating factor in the

1

When all discussions are com- Campus Poli,,ce or civil authorities. . "The Residence Hall Arbitration college policy or other related
pleted, the members of the council . If the person named in the Council exists to provide members problems.
The council meets whenever a
will retire to decide upon a course complaint fails to appear after of the CWU residence hall commucase has been referred by the
<?f _ac_tion. W~en theY. reach · ~ being properly notified the hear- nity with a means for resolving
. decision the person(s) involved is· ing will proceed anyway and the problems ' through an educational Council Coordinator. Before any
informed. The Coordinator is then person will be notified of the and objective process," as stated · case is referred to the council, it is ·
stressed that every effort should
rQsponsible for implementing the recommendation.
in its code.
coqrse of action · and/or trans:
The council is reviewed each
Cases may be brought to this be made to resolve the concern at
iµitting the recommendation.
spring by a panel composed of council by any member of the the lowest level, -either between
The Residence Hall Arbitration council members from that year, campus community. What the the individuals or within the
Council has the authority to:
representatives from RHC, stu- council does is to negotiate a residence hall.
.A. Negotiate -a behavioral con-- dents who appear to answer settlement of the case with the
The council consists of seven
tract With the person(s) brought complaints, students who filed involved patties and/or will make people. They are randomly selectbefore the Council. This contract complaints, Director and Assistant a recommendation for action to ed on a rotating basis from a
will define the specific obligations. Director of Residence Living and prop~r administration or judicial volunteer list kept in the Counselthe student(s) have to meet and Director of Housing. Any changes authorities.
ing and_ Student Development
will be signed by the student(s) made are rewritten into the ResiHearings are available for pro- Center. The seven members inand the Residence Hall Arbitra- · dence Hall Arbitration Council blems in the residence halls, dining clude two female and two male
tion Council Coordinator. Fulfill-· Code during the summer quarter room facilities or residence hall residence hall occupants, a resiment of the terms will be deter- each year.
~ounds.
dence hall staff member (either a
mined jointly by the Council ·
, .eed Caudle is serving as this - Problems that may be brought Living Group Advisor or Building
members and the appropriate .,- _,·/ s Residence Hall Arbitration -to the council include damages Manager), one residence hall adpersons or agencies involved with Council Coordinator. He was a inflicted on residence hall build- ministrator (either the Director or
the case. Upon failure of a student : Living Group Advisor in Kamola ings, furnishings or grounds, dam" Assistant Director of Residence
to honor the terms of the behavior- . dall last year. No council has been ages to personal property of Living or the Director of Housing
al contract, the Council members , I called so far this year.
students living in the residence Services or his/her designee) and
who originally heard the case will . Tne residence halls on campus hall system, noise disturbances, the Residence Hall Arbitration
decide whether to refer the case to ;run on the concept of ·responsible drunk and disorderly conduct, Council Cooridinator.
an appropriate administrator or to ; freedom and for the most part it physical or mental harassment of
For each case filed, a new set of
the Campus Judicial Council or runs well.
students living in the residence members is selected. The only
reco~i:riend that the person(s) in
But what happens when there hall system, violations of the permanent member is the Council
question be moved from one living are recurring violations of respon- residence hall contract, ·illegal Coordinator. Each member has an
group to another or be completely sible freedom? Arbitration sys- entry into a student's room, un- equal vote. In order for actions to
removed from the -residence hall terns exist as an alternative to authorized seizure or occupation of be approved they must be supportsystem.
calling the Campus Police.
a · student's r~m. violations of ed by a majority of the council
me_mbers.
B. Refer the inCident with
Each dorm is encouraged to set
~·······························································4
recommendations to the Campus up their own judicial system to
Judicial Council.
handle problems within the dorm.
C. Refer the matter with recom- If this system proves ineffective or
mendations back to the residence the problem cannot be handled
hall in which it occurred.
within the dorm, it can be referred
D~ Recommend that the pe_
r- to the Residence Hall Arbitration
son(s) involved be suspended from Council
the college. ·
· ~
Every item we sell will

15 % Student Discount
Guarantee:

J;di~ial c~;;;e~iloase th~
00

~

1

1

student goes through other chan- nels first, like the Housing Arbitration Board and doesn't like the
decision, they .can appeal their
case to the Judicial Council whose
decision is as legal as an actual
court of law.
Also, if there- ar_e no other
channels to go through, they can
take their case directly to the
council.
The council is rarely used,
and it hasn't had a case in
approximately- a· year.
The Judicial Council takes cases
only involving student rights,
whereas a similar board, the
Academic Appeals Board, hears
pnly academic cases. '

Custom l~ather goods
and handwovens.
"Come see us at Warefare."

Pine Tree Trappings, ~td.

220E.1st. St., CleElum,WA. 98922 /PH.(509) 674-2467

-~~~t-

accompanied by your .

-------

proof of purchase, for ·
~~ - a full refund.

Give the special

gift of love ...

send flowers ,

•

Ellens~urg

307 N. Pearl
925-4149
I

may return it,

. :-

_o_ ,,,, a::J

Floral

Place1nent files needed
before leaving Central
Seniors who are graduating in December, or who will be doing
field studies, internships or student teaching during Winter
Quarter, should set up their placement files before leaving
campus. Registration papers may be picked up at Barge Hall 105.
December graduates who have already registered with the
Placement Center, ·and will be leaving Ellensburg, should come in
and fill out mailing cards if they wish to be notified of positions.

J ~: /·t(~

t;•1·-~- ~ - - .
:rl! ,. i.~

rarely utilized
BY BECKY PRIEUR
The .J:udici~l Council at Central_
is similar to a supreme court
dealing with student legal matters.
The council consists of five
members; although at the present
time there are only three active
members, Kay · Carpenter~-- --Ken
Smith and Dave Meyer, chairman.
The other two board members will
be elected ,during the regular
winter elections.
On the council in addition to the
five student members, is faculty
advisor Don Wise, Associate Dean
of Student Development, along
with three faculty members.
The Judicial Council is also
similar to a court of appeals. lf a

. give complete
satisfaction or you

·

Mike McGinnis
~ . CWU, Campus Representative
: 925-6711
For well over fifty years Ed,!lie
Bauer has been producing premiWn- quality outdoor garments. Our
commitment to quality allows us to
maintain an unconditional guarantee. Because Bauer quality is obvious, we have never found a need
to discount our prices.
In hopes of gaining long-term
customers, we are offering Central
students our 15% discount when
the order is placed through your
campus representative.

Mike McGinnis

925-6111

.
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Editoria I page
Nate Smith

How to Write for the Crier
You probably think it'-s easy
writing for the Crier. You probably think that all we have to do is
talk to anybody we can drag off
the street for five minutes, type up ·
the story, and laugh all the way to
the bank. That's ·not true. There's
a lot involved in writing for a
university newspaper. My average
day is filled with appointments,
luncheons, press conferences and
executive cocktail parties.
Every morning I walk up to my
office, a lavish five-room complex
decorated in Early American (I
wanted French Provincial .b ut
what can you expect with this
paper's budget?), and one of my 12
secretaries brings in my appointment sheet. There's some lady
who wants to discuss my review of
Carly Simon, the local chapter of

the S.L.A. who want to discuss the
right of revolution in · a free
society, and Fisher wants to talk
to me about why he still hasn't
received my resignation. I usually
cancel all these and play a round of
golf with whatever celebrities
happen to be in town that day,
usually Bob Hope. (Bob's a great
guy and a lot more serious than
you'd think with his uproarious
comedy routines.)
After this, I go back to the office
and check out the scene there.
Nothing ever happens so I go off to
the country club for a quick sauna
before dinner with the Joint Chiefs
of Staff and a late night cocktail
party with the Rockefeller family.
You call all of that easy? Well, I'm
telling you right now it's hard
work!

But kids are always asking me,
"Mr. Smith, hQw can I break into
the big-time reporting game?"
Well, kid, if it's really what you
want to do, you've got to realize
that it's a great responsibility and
that it tal:rns a ~ature person to
deal with. This is a brief list of
guidelines you should follow in
your apprenticeship:
1) Get your stories in on time! A
deadline is something that you
must meet and stories should
never, ever, come in more than
one mQnth after that deadline!
2) Know your department! It is
imperative that you understand
what each department expects of
you and how you can best deal
with it. Below is a partial list of the
various departments and what you
should remember about them:

a. News: This is the most important department in any paper.
It's the one people notice first and
take most seriously. So, this is
your opportunity . to write any
dumb thing you want to and to
have it believed. If anyone calls on
you to explain something, just
refer them to the First Amendment of our Constitution.
b. Arts and Entertainment: This
is a breeze. No problem here.
Writing about the arts is about as
hard as dialing a telephone. Just
read the New Yorker and rewrite
their stories. Say you've got to
write a. story on the Drama Department's production of "Time
Out For Giiiger" and you can't
think of anything to say. Just copy
the New Yorker's review of "The
Iceman Cometh" and substitute all ·

the names.
c~ Features: The Feature Editor is ·the-mo_st powerl~ss person
on the staff. Copy girls send him
out for , coffee. All you need to
know in writing for this department is that you can write anything you want, anything, and he'll
accept it, and pay you twice as
much as any other editor would
just for talking to him.
3) Don't be silly! One sure-fire
way to get yourself into trouble is
to write intentionally false information. If the public actually believes this false information, you
could put the paper into hot water.
Doing this is cause for immediate
dismissal. Some editors have been
known to fire writers for this
without notice, sometimes right in
the middle of a sto--. '
·

Robin Campo

The Presidential Gong Show
(The following article is based the hat to take up a collectiQn for
on true events from eyewitness the bus fare back to San Clemente.
accounts of what really happened.
This is not a parody.)
After a year of trying to filter
out bogus candidates for . the
. position of CWU President, the
Presidential Committee ran into a
problem: they couldn't-'deeide on a
The second candidate that made
final candidate for the post. They
tried to choose on the basis of it all the way through the process
qualifications, personality, and, fi- was, amazingly enough, a student
nally, good looks and none of these at CWU at the time he applied for
worked to the ' committee's satis- the position of President. As a
faction. The committee then ar- student he had been active in sturived at the conclusion that there dent affairs (of which he has had
was but one final method by which many) and most recently worked
they could choose a new President, for the student newspaper, the
the most democratic means known Campqs Crier.
to man: The Presidential Gong · As soon as he walked out ontothe stage and began his rendition
Show.
The first candidate · on stage of "Whole Lotta Lovin" by Led
brought roars of approval from the Zeppelin Jamie stood up and
Southern California audience. He · gonged him. Jamie said, "You're
began, "I am still the President. too ugly to be Presidept. Why
No matter what David Frost or · don't you get a haircut, hippie?", to
anyone· else says, I am still the which our candidate replied using
President. I want to be your Pres-: expletive deleteds that even the
ident. Please give me another first candidate didn't know.
chance and I will sell all my shares
The third candidate chosen by
to Memorex and not be any the committee that had a shot at
trouble to anyone ever again." the Presidency came from the
Right then is when the gong Psych. Department ~t CWU.
sounded. Chuekie Bareazz, the Known.-as· a "high flyer" in departshow's host told the candidate that ment circles he wasn't really sure
he was really sorry and that he why he applied for the job. "Huthought he was just a great Presi- manism is my life," he said. "I need
dent-but then he liked boogers, the _practice so I keep practi.cing
too. The panelists,' J.P. Morgoon, humanism. I have a poem fol" you
Jamie Fairy, and Rex Speed, but you'll have to bleep it out. be_wiselv agreed and offered to pass cause my publisher told me that

none of my material could .. be philosophy makes me want to now you all just get on out of here .
copied in any way without his per- do-throw up.'' The crowd roared ·and get home." The members of
mission." As he was four lines its approval and cheered as he left the committee looked at each
other and the panelists tet go with
·
through the poem the gong sound- the stage.
The next four candidates ap- a murmur of approval. All of a
ed . .The poor guy on the stage
looked heartbroken as Rex said, "I · peared on stage without the cus- sudden the committee was yelling,
had to listen to that kind of (Bleep) tomary introduction. One stepped "That's the one. We need someone
all the way through college and it forward and said, "We decided to
messed my mind µp. I told my apply for the post together since
mother that I would never do it four of us would have more qualiagain. Sorry, old man." As he fications than just one. We could
walked off the stage he muttered rule CWU by committee. Nothing
something about the Pyth-agorian would be upset but nothing would
triangle and how he'd like to wrap get done either. You know, kind of
it around a certain columnist's like Board of Control."
At this point, Jamie stood up
neck.
Candidate number four walked and gonged the four saying, "How
onto the stage to boos and hisses dare you rank on the BOC? They ·
from the crowd. "You'll just love represent students' interests all
this guy," said Chuckie. "You all for $60 a month. I thought you
.!,__l ·
·know him. Here is the Prince of guys had more class than that."
~~..s
Puns, the Wizard of Whoopee, The four left the stage escorted by
L..;;'.<fi.~j
........
ladies and genth~men, · the Un- asafari hunter with a butterfly net
accompanied by wild laughter.
kn"Qwn President!" proclaimed
like her at Central. She knows how
Chuckie a~ he walked· ·off the stage
Having gone through all eight to take charge of a situation." The
snickering. The candidate appear- candidates at this point with all of panel gave her a 28, which was all
ed on the- stage with a paper them having been gonged, Chuckie academic (pardon the pun) since no
bag over his .head reminiscent of and the members of the committee one else had scored any points at
the Unknown . Comic. The simi- were at a loss for something to all. At that point they put a conlarity was remarkable.
suggest to break the logjam. The tract in front of her and, in her
"I've decided I. like Ellensburg director signaled for the wraP._-up bewilderment, she signed it not
after all. It's a nice place for a and the little midget ran out onto knowing what she was getting
rodeo." (Laughter.) "As you know the stage and threw confetti on the into. The midget handed her the
I have a definite philosophy about eight, longfaced-looking candid- cheek for $512.36 and that's how
the CWU Presidency.'' (More
ates as the show went off the air. CWU got its new President.
('fhe staff of the CRIER reJust then an old,' fat, black,
laughter.) "I would rather let the
boat sink than let anyone r.ock it." washerwoman walked on the stage quests that you keep all this under
screaming, "All of you turkeys get your bat beeause the committee
(Hysterical laughter.)
Upon hearing this, J.P. 'got up · off this here stage. I got to clean it doesn't know we found out they
and gonged him. "I once got sea- before the next bunch of loonies chose the President and they
sick on a boat. That's what your gets here to i:ness it up ~gain. So would be mad at us, OK?)

Applications are now being
accepted for Winter and
Spring Quarters for editor
of the Campus Crier.
Send resu_m e an_d cover letter to Mass Media
Office, Room 345, L & L.
For more information call 963-3342
963-1026.
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Letters to the editor

Int ..3-3 5 only fip of the icebe,rg
To The Editor:
Many years ago, Mary Shelley
wrote a story. It tells of~ young1
hi(h-minded scientist named Henry Frankenstein who wanted to
create life; His intentions were
noble and upright, but the result
was the creation of a monster, a
monster who · finally turned against' its own master and creator.
How could Henry know that his
good and noble intentions would
turn into a monster? How could
Henry know that he would be consumed by the very thing he ereated? How cowd Henry know that
this monster would destroy oth:ers? How could Henry know that
he would discover too late that his
monster couldn't be destroyed?
There is a growing mood of repression in this coiintry. 'there is
an uneasiness by some, a":feeling
that something is slipping away. It
is unseen yet perceptible inside
our being. There is a shifting into a

position of which we are unsure.
We are drawn, yet don't know how
or why. It is like the calm before
the storm; everything is peaceful
but we "feel'' something is going to
- break. It is as if we are ·being sold
an iceberg; we can examine the
; thing above the water but can't
see it under the water. We ·feel
there is more to it but are unable
· ' to see.
There are those who say that
the freedoms in this country as
delineateq by the Constitution, Bill
: of Rights and the Declaration of
Independence are slowly oblitera, ting. There are those who say that
· we are exchanging our freedoms
and responsibility for safety, that
is, handing over to the State or to
a few the right to tell us what we
:will do, see, say, and buy so that
those who would offend us or
threaten our morality will be ·
curtailed in some manner. A
. recent case in point is the state of
Washington legislating law by

Prison·e r desires- letters
Dear People,

dence.
You might find this request unusual but please consider the fact
that being locked up in prison, you
lose contact with people you once ·
knew on the streets. What I need :
is simply someone to write me.

Please allow me to introduce
myself. My J!ame is Joe Sadauskas
and 1 am a 29 year old federal
prisoner at 'McNeil Island Federal
Penitentiary.
This letter more or less is a plea
from me to the readers of your Thank you!
paper. What I would like you ~o do
is either print this letter or my Joe' SadauskU #36431
name and address in your paper Box No. 1000
stating my need for correspon- . Steilacoom, Washington 98388

. ship.
It is going to be interesting and ·
· tragic to '. watch the drama of cen· sorship unfold in this state. I am
scared to death to think of the ,
· purges and the bitterness that will
ensue from the purchase of our
I put it to you that neither the new iceberg. But the thing that
State nor the people have the right · scares me the most is that we the
to inflict its sense of morality on people have legislated this tyrananother. The Bill of Rights pro- ny. We by law are oppressing ourtects the individual from the selves. We are our own enemy. We
oppression of the majority. No one · have called into being a monster.
has the right, no matter the But when the monster turns
method of enactment, to pres~
his/her morality on another. Censorship in any form is tyranny.
The risk of a free society is that
some will ·abuse and misuse freedom, but that is more desirable
than to have freedom curtailed or
abrogated. Contrary to the Supreme Court's opinion, so-called ! Dear Friends:
pornography is protected by the
Bill of Rights, for it is the press, no
About a month ago I was on
matter how distasteful it is to campus arranging for admissions,
some. Now, I would be the first to · getting programs arranged, look- ·
agree that the Bill of Rights is ing for potential work opportunineither absolute nor eternal; it can ties, and a multitude of other inbe modified. But I for one would .formation gathering activities. My
not want it modified even though thought has been to return to ·
some may use it irresponsibly. I school after six years of not teacli~
would' rather that pornography ing, due to a degree with much
run rampant throughout the land personal and educational value but
than to have one. iota of censor- little economic value-philosophy.

popular vote to cease those things
that would offend our sense of
morality and decency. It seems to
me that the majority of the voters
·in Washington State have just
purchased an ieel,;erg.

BY KEN MUNSELL
Nationwide it has been found
Edison should not be demo- that it is usually cheaper to save
lished. It has historical interest old buildings and make them·
and sentimental value. But it attractive than to demolish them
should not be demolished for even and build new buildings. The
a more compelling reason: it is a . investment of developers in Seatwarm, human building on a cam- tle's Pioneer ·square is a good
pus that has built more than its exampte of that concept. The
share of concrete monsters in the history of an area is preserved
past two decades.
while it is . made useful for many
The 1975 budget said that more generations of people. These
"Edison did -not have historical people will not just gaze at tne
interest nor sentimental value. buildings.. but use them and make
There is no reason to save it." The them part of their lives.
person who wrote this statement
Edison Hall has been the workfailed to realize that EdiSon H~ll is
a vital link to the past that wiiI horse building for the campus for
never be replaced.
decades now. It housed the college
It has wooden floors. That may elementary school in the early
sound simplistic, but it isn't. years of the campus, then the
. Notice the floors of the newer Music Department developed
buildings on campus_:th_ey are there under the direction of
cement. Cement is cold, insiltu- Wayne Hertz into one of the finest
tional and char~ eterless. It is not in the Northwest. Today it houses
· personal.
Drama, the Faculty Senate and
· Old brick and wooden buildings stray offices from the History and
from the early part of the century Business Departments. It does not
must and should be preserved. seem pretty. If it is torn down, we·
Building costs have risen to such a will all suffer a loss, however. We
height that they cannot now be will lose a vital part of Central's
duplicated except at prohibitive history, but we will lose. even
cost. In other words, cement which· more-a modest, unassuming builso dehumanizes the Instructional ding that can stand at counterBuilding and the Psychology Build- point to the looming - concrete
mg · is cli~aper. D~humanization goliaths of upper campus. We will
and depersonalization, ·therefore, . also lose a building that is warm
is cheaper than the old craftsmait and human, where having a class is
ship require to build halls such as . comfortable iD comfortable room,"
· not a sterile concrete box with
Edison.
It is a question of economies. ·chairs.
In all decisions concerning ecoThe college will build these new
fort:resses because they save the nomics, the human element must
taxpayer money. The college com- . be considered. The facts and
munity can have little to say about figures may show that restoring ·
new construction. B\lildings such Edison is unproductive but num83 Edison· or even Barge,. ..will . hers and averages seldom consider
human ~eeds-only efficieney• •
never be b~~ again at

a

-Cen?"al..

Michael Dicks
Ellensburg
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a friendly place

dvanced Campus

In my seven years of college life
[ have attended or visited over
two dozen campuses around •.the .
country, but never have I l>eento a
friendlier campus. Almost everyone that I spoke to was helpful and
willing to stop for a few minutes,
or a few hours in one case, to help
me out.
You all are lucky to be at such a
school.
I thank you all.
lton Greeley

Electronic~-

1n1roduces the

HAND-ME-UP-CALCULATORS
-Even after you graduate,
Sharp Calculators still help ·you
make -the grade.

·Commentary

Concrete vs. Wood

. againSt us we may find that it.
cannot be destroyed. And I reject
your new law, and I reject the
State for its .oppression· and repression, and I will live as a free
citizen of this country, and i call
you moralists and usurpers of
freedom to account for taking
away-another freedom and forcing
yot.ir ethic on those who would reject it.

I Choose the Sharp calculator tailor-made for your
·' college or professional studies.
And that very same Sharp will prove invaluable
long after you graduate. The reason? Sharp builds
calculators so sophisticated, you never outgrow
them. And the longer you use yo·ur Sharp •.the more
you'll appreciate Sharp's world-famous q~lity.
What's more, eveP/ Sharp is priced - with your
budget in mind. .
liliMlifililililOililiDlilililillEmL..-EiiliLiii-•5•0•0-• In every way, it pays to get Sharp.
6+2 DIGIT SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR
-Scientific notation up to 10±99 dynamic ·
range • Direct access memory •Degree
minutes, seconds to decimal degree conversion • Trigonometric, inverse trigonometric and logarithmic calculations
• Square root, root and pi keys • Power:
Two penlight ·batteries included • AC
adapter optional .
Size: 1-3/16" x3-5/32" x5-7/16".

SUG. RETAIL $16.95

Calculators & Accessories
A_available at:

liilil
·

~'Your Advanced Campus Electronics Center"
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(Coat. from _Pap 2)
and necessary to camp11s life at
Central. Among them are:
-Interaction between peers of
- the same age but different cultural
.
backgrounds expands our own
- 'J culture. That's. important for a
~Hege town.

', l

-Becoming acquainted with cultures and problems from other
parts of the world gives us a better
perspective of our own culture and
problems.

-By providing an encouraging
experience hl this country we
make one more friend in that
country when he returns. With the
state of International Affairs the
way they are today we can't afford
'., too many more enemie~. Be<'..ause
of their education they will probably become leaders in the~
country-leaders friendly to the
Unite4 States.
-The world is too small nowadays to be isolated from other
nations. By having foreign students attend school in this country
we give them insights as to our
lifestyles as we gain insights to
theirs as they're· ambassadors to
u~ ~s we are to them.

Di. LeRoy suggested many
ways in which the stud_e nts _at
0WU coUld ,.help the Scholarship
effort outside of donating money.
One way is to act as a host family
to new arrivals to Central for the
few days that it will take them to.
get settled in and oriented. Invite
a foreign student to have dinner or
give him a food package to help
him get through a rough financial
period.
Other ways that Dr. LeRoy
recommended helping foreign students is by providing a free room if
you have space in your house or by
fully funding that student for the
quarter or the entire year. "That's
a lot to ask for but it wouldn't have
to be just one person footing the
bill. It could be a family or a dorm
or even a service oriented group in
town."
Anyone interested in helping
LeRoy with the Foreign Students Scholarship Fund should
contact Dr. ·LeRoy iii the History
Department before the end of this
quarter. Anyone wishing to donate
money to the scholarship . please
contact the Foundation Office in
Barge Hall.

Dr.

Luncheon Smor_g asbord
Pizzo, salad & pasta-all you con
s2. 19 m -f 1 1a. m . - 2 p. m .

BY NANCY WOLFF

Ellensburg may never replace
Hollywood as the film capitol of
the world, but it can modestly
boast that is has been the training
ground for future film makers.
This past summer, four CWU
students spent about five weeks
filming and editing a documentary
film about Business Week. The results of that project are in the process of being completed.
Brian Pugnetti, a graduate student in photo communications and
head of the film crew, said, "It was
a fascinating, successful experience because everyone involved in
the project wanted the film and
supported it." Assisting Pugnetti
were Jim Pagels, Rob Fraser and
Bob Robinson plus a group of
Audio Visual students.
Pugnetti, who transferred to
Central from Pasco, has made
severai public service announcement films (PSA's) in the past for
the university. He has won awards

BY PAT HADALLER

~
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the purchase
of any large qr
$1 .00 off any medium pizza~
with this COUP-,0~

The CWU Faculty Senate met
Wednesday, November 16 in Bouillon Hall. Attendance was good at
the meeting and many important
issues were discussed.
Chairman of the Faculty Senate,
Art Keith, invited President
Brooks to speak about some proposals he made to the Senate. The
first issue involved, "Renaming
present academic schools, as colleges." According to Brooks, one
might have a college of arts and
science and a school of music, or a
school of education..This is the nomenclature used for universities.
The President cited Western as
having already done this and that!
it would be advantageous. for.
Central to do the same.
· Vice-President Harrington com·
mented, "We would not be adding
any more deans per school; we
would just change the titles of the
present faculty. I think it would be
very· good public relations and
would enhance our reputation in
certain areas." Chairmann Keith
then commented, "We will proba~
bly discuss this in the executive
committee and decide - upon an
appropriate response."
The President then spoke about
the "Task Force" which is trying
to increase enrollment at Central,
especially the on-campus enrollment. He stated that this year we
have 1,500 freshmen and only 916
sophomores. Res~arch is being

.
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Change your holiday
pa~ties

Film proiect a success
for several of his films.
Business Week, a pet project of
CWU President James Brooks,
consisted of two, one-week "long
sessions, designed to ~ve high
school juniors and seniors a taste
of operating their own business.
ness.
. The project was organized and
supported by CWU, the Association of Washington Businesses
(AWB) and .the State Office of
Public Instruction.
About 600 students from all
ovel'. the state attended the program.
Business Week had been so successful last year that it was
decided to film some of this year's
activities. The film would be distributed to high schools, businesses and others interested in the
program. Pugnetti said that representatives from Pennsylvania
were interested in starting a ·Business Week program in their state.
With a budget of $5,600, the
crew set out to film the week's
activities of one of the student

into something

special with fashions from
"The Terrace"
Slinky Satin Jumpsuits
Peasant-look Satin Blouses

done to find out why so.phomores
transfer from Central. It has been
voiced that if Central didn't have
t!_ie__ requirement for the sophomores to live on campus, student.
enrollment would rise. A survey
being conducted_ is showing thus
far that students who do not
return fail to put the above reason
for not returning. It was noted
that a lot more could be done by
the faculty and students to recruit
students and ·to maintain them
once they are here. An advisement
program is going on right now
which is expected_to help.
Central Advisem~nt Week is
November 28 through De.cember
2. President Brooks encouraged
the faculty members to advise
their students and to show them
that they do ~re and that help is
available if its wanted.
Faculty Code.changes in the Reduction in Force (RIF) Policy was
then discussed. It referred to the
order of cutback in faculty, when
and if, it becomes necessary.
There was a question of what
department or programs are more
"essential" than another; no conclusion was made.
It was also debated a.bout a termination priority for term employees, as with least seniorii.y;
the reasoning being that term el"'.ployees should be included in the
priority listing for termination.
There was a major conflict
directly affecting the students. It
was clarified that graduate students not be included in the

-Sophisticated Short and

termination priorities because
they are not paid employees as are
graduate assistants. It is also to be
understood that graduate assistants are not to be considered
faculty but questioned as to whether they are doing the same
work.
A change of wording 'in the proposal about retraining leaves was
the next issue. The leaves must be
approved, not only reviewed, by
the dean, appropriate department
chairman and a faculty stmate
committee. This way the above ·
people must look at it more
closely. Dr. Corwin King, Professor of Communication, explained
how the request could just fly
across the department's desk to
the Vice-President, and not be
really noticed by the department
until it is passed.
The final issue discussed was
that Central should return to a five
day week in the summer instead of
the four day week as was used in
the summer of 1977. It was argued
that it was economically more
feasible for the students to have
only a four day rather than a five
day week. Other arguments were ·
that many students work on
masters degrees and need the extra day to study. It is desirable for
many students to go home on the
weekends, thus more students
would be attracted to Central if
they could have a three day weekend. It was deci<jed that the
surllmer quarter would remain as
it is with a four day week.

Journalism

Free ,S team·Sha

Long Dresses

Gift ideas with free wrapping

"companies." Pugnetti credits Hal
Wolf, a businessman from Yelm;
Jim Applegate, CWU Presidential
Assistant; and Ron Lally, CWU
Alumni Office, with handling many
of the details.
"A professional film company
would have charged about $1,000
per minute to produce the same
film," said Pugnetti. ·
, Jim Pagels estimated the crew
spent about 12 hours a day filming
recreation activities, social life,
speakers at the session and the
Computer Game.
They spent roughly six hours a
day for the next four weeks
editing the twenty minute, 16 mm.
film. Pugnetti said that the first
test print had come back and was
re-edited. The second test print is
due back within the next couple of
weeks. He said that twelve prints
of the film will be made for ' circulation. Copies are being made by
the Alpha-Cine Lab in Seattle.
"The film is very good, very
clean, technically speaking," added
Pagels.

Name changes discussed
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Not good tor delivery orders.
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workshop

-·

funded

Layaway
Ask about our student
discount cards
Open Friday night until Christma~
store hours 9:30-5:30
Monday-Saturday

115 E. 4th

Lev rs

962-2494

Central's second annual Urban
Journalism Workshop for minority
high school students has received
grants of $6,546. The summer
workshop will receive these from
The Yakima Herald and The
Newspaper Fund, Inc. of Princeton, New Jersey.
The workshop offers minority
students an opportunity to learn
about journalism and to gain practical experience in the running of a
newspaper.
.
Twelve students will be chosen
from throughout the state ' to
participate in this summer's workshop. This will be expanded from
the six who participated last year.
Last year's program was the first
such workshop held in the Pacific
Northwest.

Dec. 1, 1977
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We've got just the plac~ for you.
You say that one of your seven room-mates has
just purchased a pet monkey that displays a
distinct preference for living i!l your sock
drawer? And another roomie has a complete
selection of Punk Rock records going full blast
day and night? You re at your wits end but
you just can't find another place in
town to live? Relax, we have a solution to
all of your problems that you may have overlooked in all the confusion. ,

good ·to you? At the Housing Office our
Professional Staff tries mighty hard to provide you with this kind of hassle-free, economical way to live through our Residence Living
Program.

1

What you need is a decent, hassle-free place to
live. A place to call your own that isn't going
to cost you an arm and a leg to rent. A place
where you ·can share the ups and downs of
un·iversity life with friends that really know
where you're coming from. Does that sound

We feel that you are going to have plenty to
think about in your daily school routine so
we have consolidated your living costs (for
housing, phone, heat, water, food, T.V., cable)
into one easy payment that you only have to
think about once a quarter. That's alot less
hassle than going to the store, cooking, paying
. gobs of bills every month, worr)'ing about
rent hikes, on and on and on.

Residence Living I designed with

And let's not overlook the free bonus of
community living. There's an awful lot to
be said for having good people living all around
you. It's a real comfort.and an opportunity
to develop and be a part of a unique ·community living experience that you can determine
·
yourself.
Think about it. Residence Living at Central
· is hassle-free, economical, and it gives you a
chance to live with your own 'life style.
Come on in to the Housing Office, 206 Ba,rge
Hall, or give us a call at 963-1831 and find
out how we ·can simplify your life.

vou in mind

Housing
Services
206 Barge Hall

Dee~
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Anne is a woman in her -early
thirties. She is an artist, ~ an
'anthropologist and a. poet. What
sets ·her apart from other women
is not so much her skills or
interests but her sexual preferences. Anne is a lesbian. ·
· The Friends Of Sappha is · an
_organi7.ation that Aime start~ !or
•"sexual minorities." Whai that
means is that Friends OfSappha is
a group for lesbian and bisexual
women. It is a group whose main
concern is the socialization for its
participan~s. Most all !>f the w~
·men who are in Sappha have come
. out of the closet. That basically
means · that those women have
admitted to themselves that they
are not heierosexual butnomosex-.:.
ual.
.

Sapp ha
•
society
BY ROBIN CAMPO

The Dorian Group was the first
homosexual group in Ellensburg.
They came from all over Eastern
Washi!igton to meet in Ellensbur[!
as_lt. is a ~entrally located town.
There have been a few men in

the group ut not many. Th~ can live.what Anne refers to a8 ari
reason that Anne decided to form "alternative lifestYle." In · other
a separate goup is thai many words, she can live with her own
women are ·afraid to eome out of sexual preferences. When asked
the closet because they feel threat- whether she fears reprisals or
·ened by the outgoing nature of troublemakers because of the conmany of the men who are already servative nature of Ellensburg she
secur~in their oVlnjdentities.
simply said "No." Because it is also
a college town she thinks that
. Anne has been out of the
now for six years. She once was people will be a bit more undermarried and had two children. standing of their desire to live
Neither _her .ex-husband or
' with the same rights that other
children know that she is a lesbian~ · people have. "We can hide the fact
She found th'at she really liked that we are different than other
herself.for the first time after sh~ people," Anne said.
came out of the closet, an experi4 · She jumped on the use of.
ence that Anne cla"iins thaeiriost - "homosexual" in referring to holesbian women feel as well. They mosexual women. "Homosexual is
have found a new identity and a real stigma word. It has all kinds
whether it is just that they've of negative connotations to it that
changed identities or really found I don't agree with. We prefer
their true identity that makes lesbian ratlter than homosexual."
them feel better about themselves;
"Lesbians can be mothers. I am
no one can say for sure.
proof of that fact." More than
"Friends" is a goup that is anything else one can tell of
seeking to provide lesbian women Anne's real need and desire to be
with a__little spa_ce to liye .as they accepted as a· human being. She
choose. Through "Friends", they , . doesn't like the 'swishy' men or tf!e

closet

lier
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'butchy' .female_ .ster~ty.i!_e~-~ tb~t'
mafu!.tream Anierica }).~ stuc:k.the'
homosex~al community with. The_
first thing she says that many
· lesbian women want from a partner is mental capabilities, not sex~ ,
"I cannot see two w~men being i
any more promiscuous or sex-ori- i
ented than heterosexuals. The
re&$Pn that stereotypes like that
get start~ is because many homosexu~l groups derive their names
from their sexual orientation."
The Friends Of Sappha is interested in becoming a club on·
campus and she has contacted a
couple of instructors about the
possibility of becoming the club's
advisor. · Right now the club is
working through the Campus Ministry and that status gives them
the opportunity to post their
advertisements on campus.
"Friends" is sJ>onsoring another
meeting on the last day of finals
for those interested in helping out
the organization and also ·for just
the chance to socialize.

·Barto's residents change its image
'.

'

Dormitories, like any other person, place or thing can change.
Barto Hall is perhaps one of the
most changed dorms on campus.
The reason for this change is a
combination of many peoples' efforts.
First of all, in the fall of 1976,
the H~using Q.ffice ruled that
freshmen cannot live in Barto. "My
second year (1976-77)," said junior
Ione M~Cre4f, "Bart_o. was . niucb
more-mellow than in"Ylteshmaii
year." It is not to be insinuated
that freshmen were the only cause
· - of Barto's rowdiness, but they did

contribute.- Many freshmen ar' .
unstable for a combination of reasons. Not only is it their first time,
away from home, it is also their·
first year at college and many of
them do not know what they want
out of college. Since their goal, if
they have one, is so far in the
·future, they have minimal incentive to study.The second major change is tht
increase in activities that Barto
has been doing this year. McCredy
said, "Barto had a lot more activities, that I can re.member, in my

sophomore year than in my freshman year." If one was to visit
Barto this year, he would not only
notice that they are having more
activities but that more people are
participating in these activities.
One might credit this increase to
many people, namely Managers
Deb Pagni and Jan Tweedie,
LGAs Derek Gasque, Bill Whit·
more and Bill Chandler. Many oi
the above staff are determined to
change the reputation of Barto.
They started the year off with a
combination _dorm me~ting-pizza

feed of which 100-150 people at- is a good way for neighbors to get
tended. Other activities include, to know one another ...
B-wing taco feed, A-wing spaghetTo top Barto's improvements
ti feed, and a dorm-wide ice cream off, approximately lf;;Q of their 190
social of which 100 people· attend- residents paid dorm dues. Dorm
ed.
dues this year were $10. The staff
Something. new to Barto is a of Barto is almost positive that the
series of open house get-togethers 84 percent is a recC"rd, high for
that B-wing has been having this payment of dorm dues.
quarter. This is where ~veryone
Barto Hall has changed and
.
anyone who tries to stick its old
gets together and .plays cayis, reputation of three years ago, on
meet new people or JUSt talk w th the new Barto of today, just
friends. Bill Whitmore, wh is doesn't know the facts.
B-wing LGA said, "It (open house) ·
'

High costs ex:i>lain dorm closures
BY MARY ZUMBRUNNEN

Just
•••

BNG
$2600

The ·enrollment drop at Central
has, over the past few years,
forced a closure of a number of
resident halls. The first dorms.J;o
close were Muzzali. Courson and
Munson. Just this last -spring
Kamola Hall was also closed.
Though these dorms are no
longer used for student housing,
they are being utilized in a way
which is an asset to Central. These
four dorms have become what ir
known as Central Conference Cen·
ter. The center is rented to groups
. :.nd organizations in the .North·
.vest for conference areas. This
brings added revenue to Central
as well as being important for
p~blic relation~. James H.QWster,
Director of Housing Services said,
"The ·Conference Center brings
public awareness to the univer~~t.Y.!. assists with enrollment re-

cruiting, as well as bringing revenue not only to Central but to the
c_ommunity."
·
- The choice of the closure . of
these buildings ar_e not beca~se
they were unfit for human-habitation but merely because of lower
enrollment. All these dorms are
still,in good condition. Taken into
consideration on which dorms
. should have been closed were the
cost of operations for each dorm,
which dorms are most expensive
to .keep· in or~e~ .and the student
popularity of each dorm. The most
Popular dorms with students are
the middle campus dorms; among
' them, North, Wilson and the Bassettis. The location of the dorms is
another consideration. To fully
utilize the closed dorms for conference center use, the closure of
buildings in one central area would
be logical. The size of the dorm is
an im}><!rta~t feature, ~ooj smalle_!'

Put vourself
on the map.

That's another way of saying ... become a navigator
in the Air Force. It's a responsible job with a challenging future.
·
Think you're interested? Why not sample the Air
Force ways by enrolling in Air Force ROTC in college?
There are scholarships available. 4-year, 3-year, or
2-year. There's also a monthly allowance of $100.
And more important ... you'll get the feel of the Air
Force and an indication of what's to come.
Chart your course to the future .•.. At the end is a
rewarding, challenging job as an Air Force navigator.
And the checkpoints leading to that end are "proven
benefits" and "educational opportunities,"

DowntotDn

CONTACT: Major Richard E. Gray, Peterson
Hall, #102, Central. Washington University,
Ellensburg, WA 98926 (509) 963-231L;

ht It Ill tetelier lallr Nrce ROTC.

populated dorms are easier to
maintain .and control.
The cost factor is also a very
important consideratioQ, for if the
dorm is closed to student living, it
would . still demand a certain
amount of maintenance. With the
use of the closed dorms as conference facilities, these dorms still
do a service to our campus.

Alumni
recruitment
program
Gail Jones, the director of the'
CWU Alumni Association, has dis.tributed a letter to Central graduates urging them to devote part
of their time to recruit high school
students to Central. They will act
as advisors to interest students.
She would like Central graduates to spend an hour or two
every month telephoning potential
students interested iii Central.·
The Alumni Association will provide the advisors with the names
of the potential students. Jones
says that the advisors would
answer general questions about
Central and refer the students to '
the Alumni Association for the
illswers to specific .questions.
· There are currently several
advisors operating throughout the
state, but Jones wants to expand
the program in efforts to furt.her
recruitment of students tc Cen·
tral. She also plans to travel
throughout the state to meet with
the recruiters.
Jones writes that, "As a Central
graduate, I believe eve~ything I do
to improve and elevate Central
will make my diploma more valuable."

-------- --·
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Coming December 23rd-:
iJA 70 Thea~re, Seattle, Wa.
Check newspapers for additional theatres and show times.
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First and last(?) 111usic poll resul.ts
Now on to the Favorite Album about you a couple of paragraphs
Jimmy Carter has stepped up to
competition. To present the award ago. What's that? Pink breeze in present the award for Best New
will be lovely Germaine De. Stael. .my pay envelope? Ha, ha, ha! Group. Jimmy is working on· a
Germaine divides her time be- What a sense of humor! And yes, knock 'em dead imitation of Junior
tween charity work and plans for a was there any doubt? Elvis Pres- · Samples and says it should be rea-..
rebuilding of Edison Hall. She has ley has won this year's. award. dy for dorin parties in a few
opened the envelope...and ...anq Congratulations, Elvis. Elvis? .we~ks. Hang in there, Jimmy. And
oh,no. There is no winner for The Uh, Elvis?
"
·the Best New Group of the Year is
Favorite Album Aw&rd because
Presenting this year's Fawrite Firefall (who?).
none of the entrees received more Female Vocalist Award is famous
than one vote. I knew this would dead composer, Charles Ives.
happen, but did Jody listen to me? Chuck spends most of his time
No! And so the award for Favorite these days studying life insurance.
Album goes without a taker this Good to have you with us, Chuck.
year. Idiot, Jody.
·
He's opening the envelope ...and
yes, with three votes Linda _RonAnd for Favorite Group, the stadt has taken this ye~'s award.
award will be presented by Mr.
Bearded Political Editor Robin
Music himself, Liberace. Lib is Campo will present this year's
opening the envelope.•. And do we Favorite Songwriter Award.
have a winner? Yest The winner is Robin hates rock and roll so this
Chicago! How about that? Chicago -. should be fun. What's this? With
has won by half a vote, .defeating two votes, Elton John has taken
the award! Robin has gone off to
every other group voted for.
sulk while Elton comes up to·
And now the tension is rising as
accept the award.
we await the presentation of the
Next is the Favorite Male
Vocalist Award and presenting it
is much loved editor, Jody Daigneault. Say, Jody, I'm really sorry
about those nasty things I said

BY NATE SMITH
We have the votes, ladies and
gentlemen, rm holding them in my
hand. What votes? You boob! The
Campu Crier Readers' Poll votes
for your favorite kind of music!
The tension is mounting as the
studio and home audiences await
the results of the poll. These
_results have been hermetically
sealed and placed in an attache
case han<lcuffed to Elton John's
ankles. ~o one, repeat, no one
knows the contents -of these envelopes. The presentation . of the
Favorite Area of Music Award will
be done by lovely co-ed, Beverly
Sills. Beverly is ajunior _in college,
majoring in Business Economics
and is interested in getting her
head together. Will you -give her a
big hand,_ p~e-~e.
She's holding the envelope.
She's opening it... and ...and ...it
can't be... BUT IT ISi The Favorite
Area of Music competition has
resulted in a tie! Hard Rock and
Roll have tied with sixty percent
of the vote between them!

New French cafe' in town

Campus Beauty Parlor
In the Plaza 925-9595

and the
Band Box Beauty Salon
203 E. 5th 925-2 177

Speci~lizing

in men._ 's
and vvomen-'s complete

beauty care.
1-Halrcuttlng & Styllng ..
·, Just the right holiday
idea, gift certificates

•

•
:jand X-mas 1ewelry.

Open early morning and late
night by appointment.

· award . for Least Favorite Group.
Which band's career can we ruin
tonight? Sam the Sham is opening
the envelope...and •.. it's... no, wait,
there· must be some kind of .
mistake... no, once again by half a
vote, Chicago · has claimed 'the
award! How about this? Chicago is
both Favorite and Least Favorite
Group of the Year!· . .
Fiiially, the vote you've all been
waiting for. Which mt Song is
everybody's favorite? The crowd
is quiet as the entire Mormon
Tabernacle Choir steps up to
present the award. And it's... it's...
IT'S NO ONE! NO ONE RECEIVED.· MORE THAN ONE
VOTE! THE CROWD IS GOING
WILD! THEY'RE TEARING UP
SEATSl THEY'RE BEATING UP
NOMINEES! A RIOT IS BREAKING OUT HEREl SOMEONE
HELP! THEY'RE TRYING TO
KILL ME! TffiS IS YOUR NASH·
VILLE CORRESPONDENT
SIGNING OFF!

~REDl<EN
'tiY
_. .
·.

Precision·

hair
cutting
hair analyzation
shampoo balancing
·conditioning
· cut and styled dry

$12° 0 and up

according to
·

The menu is enough to set the
taste buds afiower. The aperitif
will be Chablis wine with Creme
Cassis, a current liqueur; to be followed by seafood crepes with
white sauce and liver pate with
bread rounds with garlic soup
appetizers. Hold on to yo~ tummies for entrees like: stuffed
boneless leg of lamb, chicken
simmered with cream and tarragon, Gratin Savoyard (scalloped
potatoes) and Ratatouille-an
_ 6 !!(plant, zucchini and tomato casserole. Finally, in true European
style, the mixed green salad will
be served with nuts and cheese,
along with. an appropriate coda to
the meal, of tarts and creme
desserts.

The "tasting, sipping and sharing" event is being sponsored by a
"group of men that have been
having lunch together for a couple
of years," says Wise. These same
gentlemen, who daylight as Deans,
Professors and Staff members at
Central, will be cooking ·and serving at the dinner. Says Maitre d'
and puppetry teacher, Jim Hawkins, "People who attend, _may
have a din11er they've nev~r ~ad _
before. It will be well-balanced,
planned out and be ser~ed with
good wine."
The waiters will be Gil Braida,
Dale Comstock, Dave Cross, Cliff
Cunha, Joe Kenna and John Moawad. · They will be servinJ!' 10

707 N. Main, Ellensburg

guests each and using their own
personal crystal, silver and linens.
Chefs for the gastric delight are
Peter Gries, Mike McLeod, Gary
Ristine and Don Wise. Being 'good
scouts', they are planning ahead
by making 120 crepes, 4 gallons of
white sauce, 4 gallons of brown
sauce and the tarts. Says Wise,
"Stock pots are already simmering".
"It should be a real nice event,"
says Hawkins. /is well as offering
a fine French cuisine and exciting
entertainment, all the proceeds
will be going to the Jazz Choir for
their trip to the National Jazz
Educators Convention in Dallas,
on January 3.

Gifted child ren
studied
A program designed for research on "gifted" preschool children- has been in effect at CWU
since 1972. The project is in the
Psychology Building's Child Study
Center. It is directed by Dr.
Theodor Naumarm and Dr.
Larry Sparks of the Psychology
Department.
·
.
Dr. Naumann said that the
purpose of the study is to provide basic knowledge of developmental processes in gifted preschool children. Children enter the
program between the ages of two
and three and a half and are
expected to stay for at least two
years, so that evaluation of the
child's progress can be -obtajned.

FOREIGN CAR -REPAIRS
AND .PARTS
~ ..1u1hri•

.•• :

. r:;;:,
wa1*''

.l_engf~

EADHUNTE ,
HAIR CARE STUDIO

Where can you get an elegant
French dinner, prepared by the
finest gourmet cooks and lovingly
served to the music of Central's
Jazz Choir? At Le Central Restaurante, open one night only-December 3 at 7 p.m. The gala
evening, designed to delight the
eye, titilate the ear and seduce the
tummy, will no doubt continue
until the well-fed guests can somehow get back' to their feet again.
Le Central's French Gourmet
Dinner will be held at the home of
Everell and Jack Purcell. The
house was originally owned by the
Shockee family and "perfect for a
restaurante" says Don Wise, Associate Dean of Student Development and member of the dinner
committee. Sixty guests will be
. served, at $15.00 per person.
Ticket information can be obtained
from Karen Moawad, Assistant
Director of the SUB, at: 963-1511.

---

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Ma_in

925 -5539

Children are selected by tests
that evaluate their social and
mental ability, language .development and perceptual skills. To be
considered exceptional, the child
must be in the upper ten percent of at least two of the four .
areas. Half of the total group
consists of children of average
ability, however, in order to help
the exceptional childrell: towards
normal social growth. These children - also provide a comparison
group for the data.
·
The preschoolers attend the
child care center three hours a day
on all regular sc_hool days. Learn:
ing emphasis is on natural development-very much like the Montessori Method. ,4 ·trained project
teacher assisted by selected graduate and undergraduate students
is in charge of the children.
Besides records kept by project
teachers, all children are evalua~ed twice · a year for ~owth in
their skills. At certain tirites,
an~lyses are made on the child's
behavior and his or· her home
el)vironment is evaluated.
Six CWU ·graduate students
have completed their thesis' in
co,njunetion with the program.
Tlieir topics include:concept learning, behaviorable' interaction and
profiles of the mental ability of the
children over time.
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A 12lacecalled 'Arcosan~i'

Soleri's cityof t·h efuture
-BY HAROLD LANE

.-- _}l9t~u~h P~<?_.K!'.ess, <'.~~i~e!_t~ : The next year, Soleri contacted ~ ~ingle buildings: ~inally, he be~
Apparently, Soleri the underdog.
'hi$ goals .~ ,b~t . a . re~ar~o1e : the famous architect, Frank Lloyd lieved these buildmgs should -be has been conquered at last. Enachievement giyen Paolo's back- . Wright. Wright said that if Paolo ; placed in ~esolate, desert-like are- meshed in a long, endless construeground, which was nothing but a could pay transportation costs he · , as so fertile ~eal estate could be tion project, constantly in .need of
Paolo Soleri is · perhap~ the - series of disappointments and woula be welcome at Wright's sayed for agriculture.
funds, Soleri is trying to impleultimate underdog. He sees mo- long-Odds battles.
home in the Southwest.
In 1962 0 -the Cosanti Founda- ment ideals not' even universally
dern society going down a suicidal
Born in Torino, Italy, in 1919,
'tion·:...:.c-t hid1rsflool m the' proces~ accepted among his own peers.
· dead end, cramming itself into · Soleri grew into an ad~le.s~ense
of building his cities - was begun; Perhaps the only consolation he
filthy, financially implausible cities dominated ·by the presen~e . of
At first, this would seem to be , a year after that, MIT _Pres~ pub- has is that he is attempting to find
~~ich aggrav~te -crlme,- violen~~-. Italian Fascism. Eventually, he the end of Soleri's bad luck. In fact, llshed- "Arcology: -· City' m The a .new an~~~.r to o~e of ~he bas!c I
and mental illness. These ugly and his parents were forced to flee it w!l~ merely .another humiliation; I Image oLMan..'.'___ ~uirtn que$t1Qll~ - how a person
concrete cancers spread inexorab- from the ·menace by moving to he JOmed Wright not as a fellow
W'th 't 1 b t
·
l
IS su=ed to live
'
ly over the landscape, not only France. There he took interest in architt:clt, b~tt as his gardener and i detated_i :iu::ri:~: ~f ~u~:n:~t~ f \ "TifEMANIFES~A fI~N OFau
destroying the ecology, but the what was to become his chosen persona wa1 er.
·1 1i bu ild'mgs, and 1't ~ aggressive
·
a1~
DOGS"
_
people it was supposedly designed profession _:_ architectlire. - . -! most riystical, explanation of tlie
.
. 'to protect.
,
At the end of World War II,
Soleri grew dissatisfied with : · designs, ~he MI~ ,book gained
BY NATHANIEL FRANKLIN
: In Qrder to keep humanity from Paolo returned to Italy and continmenial position and left i muc~ pubhc attention. ~ome of. the ·
lgoing any further down this road, ued his studies at a university near this
ISoleri deve:loped a series of belief~ his home, the Politecnico of Tori- Wright in 194~. His association I archit~ctural community seized The wind howls against the winrand theories he called "Arcolo- no. He completed his architectural with Wright gained him some ~pon It as the eloquen~ prese?ta- dowyane jgy"- a combinati~ -of architect- degree there in 1946, ·graduating contacts in the profession, how- . t10n of a new conce1_>t m housmg. .
Others looked at It more nega- And I search for the meaning of
·u re and ecology. Not only would - with highest honors.
- ' everand be used these to live,
comf~rtably
for
two
decades.
tively.
An editor of Architectural the manifestation of dogs
these theories guard the environThe graduation ceremony was a
Forum magazine referred to Solerment from man's abuse, they perfect example of the hindrances
i's visions as "Babylonian stone My _goldfish are flying
'would give man a safer, happier· with which Soleri had to live. If he
During these· ·20 years, the
iles." Residence in such a struci place to live.
had done his usual excellent work ineffectivenes$ of modern cities P
ture
would only alienate a person, i' My cat is a dog .
Once arcology was planted firm- at an American school, he would a~d how to ,replace them, slowly "(removing)
him further.1rom c6n-: •
ly in Soleri's niind, he set out to have been giveri a generous grant formed in Soleri's mind. The result
tact
with
nature."
ifEgyptfanS' have stolen my father
. design cities which fit its stand- which would finance his projects. was arcology, which had three
Undaunted by such criticism, '
- ards. The results were unexpect- Such a gift was not forthcoming central ideas. The first of these Soleri began supervising con·ed: a 'l-ong, 'heated debate in the from the Politecnico. Since its was miniaturization~ meaning that
of the smallest of his · Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh!
'field of architecture; a hardly- funds had been decimated by the machinery should not only work struction
cities, A::rcosanii, after the release
started construction project in ·war, all the Torino university weij, but be as small as possible.
of the MIT book. He works on it How do you spell that?
Arizona' and a book full of tantciliz- could offer him was a grant worth Second, he believed that cities still today, although progress is
ing visions.
. six pounds of butter.
should be compact, self-contained very slow: a recent· structural The Campus Crier did not insult
survey revealed it to be only three Barto Hall
percent complete.

1
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Playboy Defends .Barto Hall

. FLASH-CHICAGO-Contrary
to the popular rumor, Playboy
. magazine's research department
denied that they have ever printed
one word concerning the drinking
habits of past Barto Hall residents. As a matter of fact, the highlyplaced source, known only as
"Bunnie," said that Playboy has

never said anything about -the
party habits of any college in tlw
nation.
_
_
"This ·is a rumor · that. ~
about ten years ago," Bunnie explained. "Every college in the
country likes to say thafwe named
them as the most party-hearty
place around. This is not true."

So there you have it. Playboy
magazine never rated Central or
Western as one of ·the top beerdrinking schools in the country. If
you think they did and want to
waste your time searching
through old Playboys, go ahead.
The library will even let you look
at them in · a dark room.

Just Arrived • • •

. STYLE

BY FRANKLIN NEWMAN
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BRlTTANlA. 1~

Meisner Hall hit by
PJ's Hair Designet:s
''-

A MAMA EXPERIMENT

"Boogie on.the Dance Floor, Don't
Boogie on my Face".

,....... ,.,.......

•~w<ln

• R_.,,, •S.S..• . . . . .
Xl1 ~ ...... • ·~3321

and

Bullitt

BY WILLIE HARRISON

Flaming logger a la mode
On a rampage
Wants to set a choker on my neck
And yard me out of his sight
"Toot, toot, toot" sings Whistle
Punk Pete
"Smack, punch,. crunch" says his
buddy Douglas · Fir
The song is .over
We dance our separate ways
Promising to meet again
In that wild town by the bay
Suck my corks.

M

IOG

A. DADA EXPERIMENT

Campus Police department patrol
security
rules and
and
days a_year
county.
365 classrooms
the officers from
enforcing campus
regulati0.ns
city,
federal laws.

M

•

1eans
PJ's artistic team in .actio.n Now· available for platform
appearances
3~d. &

s.a mpson

962-2550

Ii

Downtown
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CHRISTMAS SHOPPING-Mrs. Lois Davis shows Dar· the wide vari\..ty of hltad-made gifts Ellensburg's senior
ren Sitton some of the Christmas decorations available in citizens have created. Many of the items cannot be found
the Friendly Place. Volunteers like Davis show customers . in commercial stores.

:SKIIJ..ED HANDS-Rock cutting requires pre-

}elaion work, and Ted &wen is sldlled in this art.

His jewelry contains a wide variety of stones
from many countries.
·

1
1

The Friendly_ Place

•••where seniOr citizens stand tall
~

Senior citizens have created a special store in
Ellensburg, and they did it their way.
The store, called the Friendly Place, gives Ellensburg's
senior citizens a chance to earn extra money. It also gives
therri positive attitude ,b ecause it's their store, and they '
have created something adding purpose to their lives.
Until August, 1970, the Friendly Place was just a dream
for a handful of Ellensburg's senior citizens. · Mrs. Isabel
Callison, an employee of the community action counsel
senior's program, was leader of the small group. "We
started on a shoe string," she reflects. "It was not favored_
by federal money."
l'he group raised their first $150 at a bazaar featuring
items donated by Ellensburg merchants and l6caf citiZens.
In addition, the group was able to raise $100 at a dinner
held in the local Moose lodge. With this small amount
they approached the community action governing board,
and the group was able to get an additional $400. They
were ready to launch their business.
·A building was found where they could get the first
. month's rent free if they fixed it up. "We worked like

a

'••. we worked like dogs.'
RELAXING EVENING-Mrs. Delma Thompson
crochets an afghan while her dog Sheba looks on.
She ran out of a discontinued gray yarn just before
finishing this afghan, and it took her several weeks

before she located more that a hiend had in
Sunnyside. Off and on, this afghan took her Din~
months to finish.

CONCENTRATION-Mrs. Ruth Lewis looks clothes. Even when she broke her elbow, Lewis
inteue u she knits a baby sweater. She makes 1 .knitted.a sweater while her arm w.. ln a cut.
wide variety of items, but her spedalty is babJ

dogs scrubbing and cleaninS'. the building," Callison ~ys.
After panelling the walls, lowering the ceiling, and
installing plumbing, the Friendly Place was broke.
Volunteers were able to get some surplus carpeting at Ft.
Lewis, and local businesses donated tables and display
cases. With this shaky start the store opened, and it has
'been serving the community ever since.
When they started, Callison and other volunteers
travelled as far as Montana to purchase antiques. They
tried to get a 100 percent return on the antiques they
bought, and at first they were successful. · Now,
according to Callison, the price of antiques has become
uniform in the western states and there isn't much profit
to be made.
The Friendly Place does handle antiques, though. When
a marketer has an antique to sell, the volunteers at the
Friendly Place m_ake sure a fair price is reached. In this
way marketers are protected from unfair prices.
Marketers have grown in number since the store opened.
There were 32 marketers the first day, and since the
store's 1970 opening over 1,500 have been served by the
Friendly Place. At this time there are over 400 active
market~rs using the store.
Each marketer receives 80 percent of the price received
for al) ite~, The other 20 percent goes to the store.
Unfortunately, the 20 percent doesn't pay for everything.
According to Callison, the Friendly Place needs about
$3,000 a year extra. This is earned by the store which
buys and sells antiques on jts own.
One problem faced by the Friendly Place is the Internal
Revenue Service. Because items are bought and sold in
the store, the IRS has refused to give the store a tax
exemption. "It's a matter of -survival for us," Callison
noted, adding, "We're optimistic."
The board of directors at the Friendly Place are all
volunteers, and so is most of the help. The store has
found fonding for two half-time employees through the
Senior Community Aids Project in Toppenish, but all
others at the store are volunteers donating their time
and energy to make the store work.
Central college students have also conducted individual
field studies in the store. Callison praises the work done
by students, saying, "We would love to have more college
students."
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Retirement years have little meaning for those who don't
,k eep active~ accordiBg to Callison. "For senior citizens,

says. The money earned also helps them make a little
extra-enough to get something they really need.
One woman earned enough to pay for a trip back east t<.
see her grandchildren.
Callison says the woman's
daughter came into the store one day and told her, "I can't
(
Q
tell you what this shop has done for my mother. Without
·being .able to keep busy in retirement years is goOd for
it she would be dead."
both physical and mental health. It boosts their morale,"
Others have been able to paint their houses, pay their
she added.
plumbing bills, and many are eating better. Providing the
"Without i;JOd health a person has nothing," explained
'O(>J>Ortuni~y to make money is one advant age Ellensburg's
Ted Bowen, a retired chemistry professor from Central:
Friendly Place is providing for senior citizens.
Bowen .keeps busy with many activities, including rock
. The Friendly Place has been visited by citizens from all
cutting. Each morning Bowen gets up at 6:30 a.m; and
50 states, and people from many foreign countries are
cuts rocks an (. ~"' £~re breakfast. He and his wife ·h ave
listed in the guest book.
Among t hose who have visited t he Friendly Place is
travelled to over 70 countries, and in his travels &wen - has collected rocks frow_ all over the world. His rings, tie
Robert ~latzer of the Smi~hsonian lnsti!ution's Divi~ion of
tacks, broaches and earrings have included a wide variety
. Performmg Arts. He praised the st ore s merchandise for
of stones intiuding t1ger eye, emeralds, and Ellensburg
having the best quality and variety of any similar store he
blue agates.
has visited. The Friendly P lace is preserving many ·
Bowen found he was "making a lot and giving it aw~y.
American fo~k craf~s. . .
.
Ellensburg s semor citizens stand a httle taller because
Now I take things to the Friendly Place." He earns about
$10 a month selling"his jewelry at the store, and the
they are doing somet hing for themselves, and their work
money pays for his hobby.
·
is an inspiration for us all.
·For others, the Friendly Place has helped them ffod a
relaxing way to spen~ their time. Mrs. Delma .Thompson
started crocheting alter her retirement four years ago.
Her award winning afghans have helped her to relax and,
as she explains with a smile, "Yarn is cheaper than

'It boo·s ts their morale•.. '

THE TOY MAKER-Bill Schoessler drills wheels for some of the
:wooden toys he.sells at the Friendly Place. Be takes great pride in
~ work, and he makes sure his toys are safe for children•
Schoessler uses glue and dowel rods instead of nails, and he
doesn't use harmful paint or stain on his toys.

'Yarn is cheaper_
than tranquilizers ... '
tranquilizers." She spent nine months crocheting her
latest afghai..
~
.
Another Ellensburg senior citizen is like a knitting
fadory. Mrs. Ruth Lewis is a knitter, and she knits
mittens, sweaters, caps, baby cloths and even knee
warmers. Lewis has '&en with the Friendly Place since it
started, and she is a member of its board of directors. She
can knit a baby sweater in a couple of evenings, and for
this she earns five doUars.
Lewis has also been making Christmas tree decorations.
Little stars, snowflakes, bells and stockings are on sale at
the Friendly Place to help deeorate trees in the
Ellensburg a"ea. "Tr~e decorations are piddling work and
nice for a change," Lewis noted as she looked up from her
knitting.
·
'
"You have to keep going, you've got to keep busy," Lewis
says. "Too rr!lny reti-~d people don't keep busy, and that
is when they have problems." But Lewis also notes
another benefit provided by the Friendly Place.
She says the store also provirle!! added income for senior
citizens. For ·many, s~ial secuLZY income is not enough to
live comfortably. "If that store wasn't there I don't know
what they would do," Lewis observes. "It gives them the
little eXtra things they couldn't get otherwise. It's a good

'...a good thi11,g for people. '

..

thing for people." Although t he money is badly needed,
Lewis cautioned, "You can't depend on it t oo.much. One
$10.''.. .
.month you can earn $30, tbe next
. . month
..
.
"Being able to sell their hand-made items ~ves people a
feeling of seew:!tY when they
can earn in old age," Callison
- .

.

FOUNDER-Mrs. Isabel Callison headed the small
group of Ellensburg senior citizens who created the Friendly ·
Place. . Th'!.. store is a 1¥»D-profit ~tlet for hand-made items

produced by senior dtizens. It provides them wtth aa opportaltJ
to earn extra money, and it also pves them a ebaaee to eoatrlbate
1110mething of themselves to the eommanity.
·
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'Bare~he,ad'

rid in

is here to sta

BY BILL KOSSEN

Though the temperature rarely
gets above 4() degrees these days,
riding . a motorcycle without a
helmet still feels good, as it always
has. In the past such an act was
illegal. But thanks to the successful lobbying of various motorcycle
groups challenging the constitutionality of the ten-year-old h~lmet
law, the State of Washington
changed its mind ·on the matter. In
a refreshing change of pace, the
legislators declared that people do
have the right to smear their
brains all over the highways and
byways of the Evergreen State-if'
thev· so wish.
'l'he new law went into effect on
September 21 of this year. The
State Patrol would like bikers to
realize that despite the fact that
they don't have to wear helmets,
they are still required to wear eye
protection or have a windshield
(fairing). Police will help those
who have a hard time remembering this law by fining them
approximately $23.
Much to the dismay of 1\ospital
employees, ambulance drivers and
whoever else is affected when a
motorcycle accident happens, riding "bare-head" has caught on
like a horse-a-fire. Though the
number of motocyclists who do not
wear helmets is not known, the ·
State reports that out of 55 motorcyclists involved in accidents .in
October, 20 of them were not
wearing helmets. There are no
facts available as to what degree of
injuries those 20 sustained, as say
compared to those who did wear
helmets. The only conclusion is
that a lot of people who are getting
into motorcycle accidents are not

wearing helmets. Then it is only
logical to assume that manv bikers
are JUst not wear1ng belmet~and·
for good reason.
Who would want to walk to the
grocery store with their head
inside a football helmet? Not
many. Yet thousands of pedestricJ.ns have been hit by automobiles
while attempting to cross the
street. Some are killed, some are
not. But most would have been
better off if they were wearing
,protection for their bead. But who
counts on being hit while walking
to the store? Very few. So it is
with motorcyclists who are not as
suicidal as they are som~times

cracked up to be. It feels good ·to
bowl over one's head, and with the'
increased visibility one gets when
the helmet is re~oved, the repeal
of the helmet law may become
more of a life-saver than a lifetaker. No more broadsides from
the blindside.
There are two favorable aspects
to th~ new law (or repeal of fhe
law), and one is that it 'gives back
to motorcyclists a little bit of what
they always wanted-freedom.
Not the freedom to take a Kawasaki 1000 out onto a country road,
hit 120 miles per hour and proceed
to wrap it around an. old-growth
Douglas fir tree. No, just the free-

Old textbooks worth $$$
nationally for college courses.
These include both hardback and
In order to raise money for their paperback books; study guides
trip to Dallas Texas in January, and desk copies of the books are
the <JWlJ Jazz Choir is sponsormgf also included. They should date
from the years 1973-77.
a book buy-back.
The book-buyer will then pay
· ' A textbook buying house~ Jack
D. Walters and Associates, will, the Jazz.Choir a percentage of the
BY KEN MUNSELL

from November 28 through December 9, buy any book required

proceeds of the buy-back which
will help finance their trip.

111 EAST 8th. STREET

dom to take off the helmet on a
nice warm day and enjoy the
breeze. Also significant is the fact
that for once, something has been
passed in the legislature that has
not put · more restrictions on
people.

be' able to ride without a fiberglass

John Moawad, director, urges
faculty who 'have old textbooks to
help in the project. He writes, "We
all get complimentary copies of
textbooks from publishers in
hopes we· will adopt them for use
in our classes. Here is an excellent
opportunity for the books to get
back into circulation, instead of
collecting dust in our already
crowded bookshelves."

open 7 days
a week

925-9851

,F or Health's.
Sake
· BY M.R. GOLDEN
Individuals who look forward to
drinking a hot cup of coffee or tea
but have second thoughts about
the accompanying caffeine or tannic acid, can still have a hot and
satisfying beverage, minus these
possibly habit-forming ingredients
-an herbal tea.
l There is a large selection lo
choose from, with there being over
two hundred herbs used in the
U.S. alone.
_
Besides being hot and satisfying
·drinks, herbal teas may proyide
other benefits, among which are
purp.o rted medicinal properties.
The medicinal properties are
-nothing new. Herbs have been
used by many cultures for many
centuries. In fact, herbal healing
was the first system of healing
that the world knew. The ancient
·Chinese and many African ·cultures have an extensive understanding of the healing. properties
of herbs. Native American folklore
is rich in information concerning
, · the use of herbs. The Bible, also,
contf.ins · many references about
them; . such as, "I have given you
every HERB yielding seed, which
is upon the face of all earth, and
every tree ... yielding seed... to you
it shall be food." (Genesis 1:29). _
Herbs provide various .nutrients
to specific organs of the body; such
as Hawthorn Berries, which supply nutrition to the heart muscle
and are the basis for much of the
heart medicine in Europe. Devil's
·Club supplies the pancreas with
inulin which it then transforms
into insulin.
The herb does not supply the
insulin, rather it .supplies the orgaii' With a substance which is
easily changed into the needed
hormone. The same is true of the
hormone herbs. The herbs do not
supply the body with any hormones. They supply the respective
organs with the nutrients that-are
later manufactured, by the bodily
organs, into the natural hormones.
It could be said that by administering an herbal "medicine" one is
only following a dietary regime,
because taking it down to basic

I

i ·

CASH PAID FOR I
TEXTBOOKS
Now in progress
a great Christmas saver

LP ReCord & Book Sale
}

.

,

Ideal for Christmas Gifts

As Graham Nash, of Crosby and
Stills fame, once sang, "We can
~hange t'1e world."
But if we can't change the worl~
at least we _change the oil in our
bikes every 3,000 miles.

principles~ an herb is food, so on
could be said to be simply taking a
·food . supplement.
. .
Comfrey contains an ingredient
that helps build bones and als
helps build tissue. It has a high
calcium content and is believed to·
be a good source of vegetable protein and also a source of Vitamir.t
B-12. This is an important note for
vegetarians, who can easily be. come Vitamin B-12 deficient, as
Vitamin B-12 is, otherwise, foundi
~J)ly in meat and milk produ~~s.
Rose hips are an - excellent
source of Vitamin C and the bioflavonoid complex. AUalfa is riclt' .
. in Vitamin K-which is neeessary .
-~o~ Qfood clotting.
Stress seems to be a universaa
ailment in our fast-paced world. At
the college level, many students
(and faculty) exhibit the more .
common stress symptoms of heac:i~
·aches, nervousness, depressions
~nq insomnia.

Many different herbs are pur•
·ported to aid in the relief of headaches, among which are: catnip,
thyme, marjoram and pennyroyal.
For treating nervousness, ther"
are: camomile, dill, sage and
spearmint; to be used as relaxants: lobelia, boneset, pleurisy
root and queen of ~meadow; al
sleep i~dueers: hops, }nQtherwort,
skullcap"and vervam; .herbs _which '
can be .. utilized as . stimlila:rits:
~yenne, ginger, cloves, nettle an<!
raspberry; and · an· herbal -tranquilizer: rosemary~
'
,._,. . F~o~ ~he .herb foxglove, is de,i
rived digitalis, used by ~.D .1 JQr
treating heart conditions; serpasil.
used by M.D.s in· treating high
blood-pressure a~d c~rtain ner•
vous disorders,_ comes from the
indian Snake Root. and nun;ierous
other drugs wJli~b are the n,.~in
stays of an M.Q.'s pharmacopeie..9
are ' derived ~.oni .th~ ' natuial
herbs.
HerbS can aid in the relief of
various ailments; they can provid..! ·
nutrients to bodily organs; and
they can provide a hot and satisfying drink-for whichever reason
· they are used, they provide ~
. healthy alternative, ·with no toxiteas and coffee.
. city, to commercial
-~
( .

.
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firefall, Winchester Interviewed.
"G....._

.Lem,.
Green is someone might have written the lyrics
.,in the musie field that I have a' yourself, I've succeeded." ·
Nicholson PaviUion, cleverly dis- deep respect· for. Also,'? Jet8e
Firefall, . who from their very
guised as a concert hall, played «eontinued, "Elvis Presley liad a first song was received with an
host to an impressive show of great impact on not only myself, ample show of_ enthusiasum,
fuuntry fl,a vored rock, a la Jesse but on all of us who were proved to be "more" than was ex"Wiliehester and the s~prisingly musicians in Memphis at. the pected, and by their encore of
heavier rock and roll of Fire- time."
"You Are The Woman," they
fall, on Tuesday, November 15.
His love for music has prompted seemed to have the majority of the
In an interview after his per- him to study every style from audience thoroughly impressed.
formance, Jesse Winchester, a classical, to "Down home boogie."
After their show, I was fortuvery ~light man (5' 11", 120 lbs.) But even though he doesn't con- nate enough to speak with Mark
with an extremely expressive face, sider himself a "Country boy," it's Andes, the group's bass player,
was much more subdued than country music that he calls his who himself is a veteran of the R might have been implied by his favorite, a fact that was apparent and R game with a background in
stage performance.
in the tunes he played for us.
former groups Spirit and JoJo
Speaking softly with an easy
His return to the U.S. after a ten Gunne. Throughout the interview
southern drawl (which has surviv- year exile due to the Viet Nain 'Mark was as friendly and charm'ed 10 years in Montreal, Canada) War, has made him somewhat of a 'ing as he appeared on stage and he
- he talked about his Memphis roots historical figure. Yet Jesse isn't spent a generous amount of his
Jlnd musical background. His first interested in dwelling upon his . time discussing Firefall-past, prealbum released in 1969, has been decision of 10 years ago express- sent and future.
followed by five more including his ing, "It would be too bad if it took :.
band has been together for
latest effort entitled,' ''Nothing But something as ugly as that tc . -.. 1~Jt three and a half years. We
Breeze."
-. ,
bolster my career."
started touring in a minor sort of
When questioned about inftuInstead, he prefers to direct his · way w}len we first came together,
eaees in his music, he mentioned a energies toward, "perfection in doing the ski resort circuit in and
few readily recognized names such . music," explaining, "If with my around Boulder (Colorado, the
~ The Clov11•a Qnd Jerry_ Lee · s0ngs I can make you feel as if you group's home base). After doing
- ·
this for about a year and a half, we
started recording." Thus, their
first album, "Firefall."
Andes talked about how the
groups~ six members came together. "For me it was a time
when I was looking to play. Mostly
it was just Jock (Bartley, writer
guitarist, vocalist, formerly of The
Flying Burrito Brothers who approached me about doing some
tapes. I had been around Boulder
for -awhile and had heard of Jock
and se.en him play, but we'd really
. . FirelaJI
. BY DAWN MCFARLAND

'The

never gotten together. So, I was iii
a loose enough space-ai ~he time
say sure and not really expect
anything." But things did happ~n
and according to Mark they happened pretty quickly. "We started
to realize that there were tunes
and that we were playing them
good and that they sounded good.
The idea of a group potential just
seemed to present itself."
Currently, Larry' Burnett and
Rick Roberts write all of Firefall's
music. Before Burnett came into
the group Mark said, "he was
hanging out in D.C. doing a cab
thing only to keep it all happening
but at the same time writing songs
and trying to make it as a soloist."
When asked what audience they
were directing their music toward,,
(A.M. or · F .M.,, , the ~evitable:
invisible line) Mark commented, "I
don't se~ us as being locked into
A.M. music but I am thankful that
we are getting as much A.M. exposure as we are."
·
Everything points· to the fact
that tbis group is going strong and
building up momentum as they
travel across the country. Andes
reacts to their success by explaining, "our identity as a group isn't
strong enough yet to rely on either
our albums alone or just our
personal appearances. I think
µnder~ding this is the key to
whatever success we've realized.
Knowing that we've just released
an album, then getting out and
playing for the people gets them to
really understand what . we are
trying to say with our music."

-Mark Andes

Jesse Wiinellles,ter
,In terms of the direction in
which they plan to aim the
progression of their music Mark
explains, "We're _dealing with a
pretty established form. Our
~·music is straight ahead, it's 1?1eljodic and has strength rhyt~m1cal·
ily, but what I really feel we have is
ia personality and a~ain, _with our
:8Jbums supported - by the tour,
;hopefully this will be expressed. I
! know that we could 'improve a lot
vocally. Rick's song writing is just
getting really hot and so is
Larry's. Jock and I are both
writing now also; a lot is coming
out all the time. I feel that all of
these elements have the potential
to be integrated in this 'P"oup and
,make it really solid."

ASC
Winter Quarter Election
Become a port of your community
r.

GET INVOLVED

Position Openings:
r
Judicia_I _Council
'
Pos1.t1ons 4 & .5-

Board of Control
Po·s itions 4 &· 5

.(This council sits as _a court to intern~lly
deal with .student's legal problems and
) challenges.)

(Th_e BOC is the recognized
administrative body.for the
·Associated Students of Central.)

,Filing Opens: Mondr;iy, Nov. 2 1
Filing Closes: Friday, Dec. 9
Campaigning begins as soon as a candidate files.
File and receive information at the
ASC Information Booth, SUB, or coll 963-1691
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Private art collection shovvn
BY DAVE

FREmoTH

gon have lent 162·pieces to the ex- -Frank Stella.
· · ·Two of the sculptures in the exhibition, which has been organized
Among the draWings there is a · hfbition are "Portrait of Monsieur
A major exhibition, "From Ore- ' by Dr. William J. Chiego, the man · . ~ketch of a reclining male figure by l~ Marquis de Lugersac," by Augon Private Collections," opens at behind the museum.
the 18th Century master, Giovanni gustine Pajou and "Marie Lescinthe Portland Art Museum on
Mainstream European and A- . Battista Tiepolo; "Two Sisters," a s~a, Queen of France, as Juno," by
November 16 and will continue on merican art has been the concen- ~ash drawing by Henrr de Tou- Guillaume I Qoustou, both exview through December 30.
tration of Dr. Chiego dbring the , lpuse-Lautrec; and a drawing by atnples of 18th Century portrait
.
organization of the exhibition and Chuck Close. contemporary New . .seulpture.
Paintings, drawings, prints,
the ~reparation · of the catalogue y ork artist, as an example of the
.Twentieth Century sculptors re·
realism of the 1970's.
· presented are: Claes Oldenburg,
photographs, sculpture; and dee~ . that goes with the show.
rative arts 'including furniture,
The exhibition includes 49 paint·· ·
Lc;mise Nevelson, Barbara Hrpceramics; glass ,a nd silver, dating · ings, . ranging from the. detailed
· There are 40 prints, including · 1~orth, Mark di Suvero and Anfrom the 15th Century to the pages of illumjnated rp.anuscripts · works by Corot, .Maillol, Kollwitz, thony Caro.
present. w.ill be shown. · .- ·
~t~~ -~5th Century to th~ abstract
~andinsky, Rauschenberg and
Decorative arts range from Eng~· Forty private collectors-in Ore· canva.11es of ~ules ()litsky and · Warhol.
lish Jacobean furniture and Dutch,

Putting this face ,
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lege M-is the nation's leader
•
. ,.
in life insur~ce for ~ege_ _~ -; ;.. .
seniors. Let hun .tell you w~y.
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the Fidelity union eoneg~1rn}JeQCMastt..'1~
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DQn's Photo Plus
Your photographiC headquarters

PAUL

WAGNER ..

with a fairly short set, but.-it was Twenty hits, including "You Are' • '
expertly arranged . and tastefully So Beilutiful" and Peter FrampIf you enjoy exciting, well-per- executed. Hubert Crawford, a tons' "I'm In You". It was obvious
formed jazz, you should have been . bassist out of San Francisco, that many ln the large crowd were<
there Saturday night, November sparkled with tremendous impro- familiar with James' various re12, at Paramount Northwest. Earl · visations that reflected on his cords; almost every song was
Klugh and Bob James lead their many · years· of experience and · greeted with staunch enthusiasm.
J~es, an extrao_rdinarily gift~d"
respective bands to perform one of classical training. The other backthe best popular jazz-oriented up musicians, Gene Dunlap on :nJ.Usician, could quite possibly elec- ·
concerts I have heard in Seattle 'to drums and Darryl Dybka on key- trify any in a solo performance. In
date. The bands gave two perfor- boards also handed in capable per- fact, the only bad vibes I received
mances, (both of which nearly sold formances.
from the entire concert was that,.,
out) one at 7:30 and one at. 11:30
Klugh, playing in the style of a James' 7-piece band sometimes
p.m.
John Gurin or a mellowed-out . overshadowed his fluent musical
Klughs' band _Qp_enecl _the show ·. Larry Corryell, was all over. the ' . passages and solos. But then
guitarrtfiroughout ihe short-lived · dily towards gold status, was re- . again, it was a fairly rough mix.
set.
ceived with thunderous applause.
It was a well-rehearsed group
Bob James, whose latest album His talented band respOilded· with though, they played almost note
_release, "Heads", is climbing stea- superb renditions of many T<>P- for note the same as their recordings. Hiram Bullock was deft ont
guitar and Gary King and Andy
. Newark did well on bass and
drums, respectively. The horn
section was made up of Mike Law rence and Bob Brybolt on trumpet,
Benny Powell. on trombone and
Mark Colby on sax.
BY ANNIE SUFFRON
Although the show was a rela-'tively short three hours, which left
Jazz Night will be celebrated
the audience pleading for more, no
Friday, December 9 at 8 p.m. in
one left feeling cheated-it was an
McConnell Auditorium. Featured
exciting, .top-notch per.forma~ce. \ .
will be Central's two Jazz Choirs
and two Jazz Ba'nds. "It will be a
potpouftf ·of jazz styles. - The
majority of the arrangements will .· the Jazz Educators Convention
be by Central students," says 'John . this year in Dallas, Texas. Half of
Moawad, Jazz Choir and Band Dithe proceeds from Jazz Night will ·
BY ANNIE SUFFRON
rector.
go to the choir to help pay expen_A preview of the musical action ses at the event. "We hope to raise ·
The Central Jazz Choir is spon-·
will take place in the SUB on $1,000 to transport and house the
soring a }?ook <:lti~e to raise money
. DP.cember 2 at 12 p.m. Directors grouP. in Dallas," says Moawad.
for its trip to the Jazz Educators
Moawad and Barduhn will direct
the groups in selections they will
"We're featuring a · variety of · Convention hi Dal)as in January.
perform at Jazz Night. The choirs music from cool jazz to Bop," says The members hope to "make as
will be accompanied by a three - .Moawad of Jazz Night. It's a good much as $2,000," according to John
Jazz
piece rhythm section consisting of opportunity for people to get a• 'Moawad,
. .
. -·
- ' -Choir Director.
The object of the drive is to get
bass - drums and piano · and ar- broad perspective of jazz and t~e
rangements featuring soloists do- fine musiCianship at -central, and the 360 professors at Central to
. ing scat singing improvisations. .
at the same time help the· Jazz donate promotional copie~ of text"M
1 h' k 0 f ·
Choir down the financial road- to books that publishers send them t ('
ost peop e t m
Jazz as the Jazz-Convention in Oallas."-- ' review for use in their classrooms.
stuffy," says Dave Barduhn, Assis. ,.
.
··-I
Tickets will be on sale Mo-ri.day,
.tant Jazz Choir Director. "But we
If you'd like to find a nome for
int"end to entertain people." Cen- November 28 in Hertz Music your complimentary textbooks,
tral has a high quality·jazz depart- Office and from individual Jazz contact members of Central's Jazt J
ment that's been natfonalfy recog~ Choir and Band members. Admis- Choir or Director John Moawad in
nized. Members of the Jazz Choir · sion will be $2 advanced and $2.50 Hertz Music Building at 963-1816 · ·
~ave been selected to perform at
th~ night. of the show._
or 963-1216.

Jazz
.Night

$3795

$3295 ·.

An illustrated catalogue, With
an essay by Dr. Chiego on the
history of collecting in Oregon and
an entry on each object and artist
i!! the . show will . accompany the
-·
exhibition_.

Klugh .and James concert 'top-notch~

in your future.

Your Fidelity Union Field Associate can help plan your financial
future with College Master. Col-

Al St.e v,e ns
925-4176 .

English and American silver to
ceramics by Gertrude and Otto
Natzler.
Photographs by Ansel Adams,
Eadweard Muybridge and Edware
Weston as well as an ambrotype
and four daguereotypes by late
19th Century photographers.

Jazz choir·

Dan's Photo Plus
420 N. Pine

•

925-4606
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F eeling-.F e1n_inine
a f rame
.of mind, a mood .
created, by adding
soft, romantic looks
to you~ Winter wardrobe
•••1·1' s

.
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Qo~

your mood with a dress or
jumper from Teri Juniors in soft
pastel prints or top off a pair of
pants or jeans with an embroider·
ed blouse or amoek in soft pink,
blu~ or winter white by San
Franeiseo Shirt Works.
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4th & Pearl-··' Downtown
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Labor Tentple Dance
Collect.ive
. .
· "'!. • ~·. . · presents
An Evenin·g

of

Dance
Friday, Dec. 2, 1977'
$2 - Adults
$1 - chil~ren

Hertz Auditorium

Although the books do look impressive in those ·wall to w~ll
bookcases!Jhey rar~ly have~ f~nc- ·
tion~l use o~ce the teacher has rev
viewed them. However; the Jaclc
D. Walters Company ~f Indiana·
will buy back the books and sell
them to bookstores. The studenf '
can then purchase them at a reduced rate as used books.
Any hardbound . or ·paj>erbackv
J.?ook, published since 1973, for college level courses will be bought
by the company. They will give a
five percent bOnus if all the prQ- ,
fessors are contacted ·aboui _the
project and five percent more if 90 ·
percent of them contribute books.
The Jazz Choir will receive. 2-fi
dollars per book which will pay for
their housibg ...and meals at the
conventioJ!..
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Arts &Entertainment

··~

A·r t pavilion hos-ts exhibitors
BY

"avenue." Currently the trees are
six feet tall; the project will be
finished in 35 years when the trees
The Seattle Art Museum's Modorder to grasp the meanings of the
~ ern Art Pavilion will be hosting ·a
reach full growth.
'
· He attende4 both . the ·Cooper
· variety of exhibitors beginning inividual pieces.
School of Art in New York and the
The sixth · piece, "Sand/Body
· November.17. The featured artists
"On a line you are not disguisfug, Skowhegan School of Painting and
Art.'' is a record, of the artist" first
will be ratrick Ireland, Alex Katz anything...and must deal directly Sculpture in Skowhegan, Maine.
lying on the beach above a shallow
C! and Michael McCafferty.
with color.~· Ireland uses ibis idea His use of ideafized figui-es is acsand arc and then lying in its
for both his sculptural environ- hieved through generalization,
middle. This piece was created at
Patrick Ireiand is exhibiting ments and also for the canvases simplification and -abstraction.· He
Tofino, Vancouver Island, British
"rope drawings." His pieces will be included in the show.
uses color and' sense of scale
Columbia. The four photographs of
on display through January 22,
aggressively.
The four stone arrangements this work · were done by Maxine
1978. Ireland uses the exhibition
Alex Katz iS a renowned New
were arranged . ~Q .that eventually . Nelson.
, area of the gallery as ground for · York artist, who will be exhibiting_
His figures have perfect com- tidai action changes or covers
Important ideas in McCafferty's
drawings of colored line.
12 large-scale- paintings. These plexions, "ultra-brite" teeth and McCafferty's placement of stones · work are the human figure in compaintings will be exhibited
are clean and neat. These figures in circles and/or arcs. McCafferty parison to landscape and time-·
Ireland uses the entire environ- through J anua,r y 8. The paintings aren't the usual Hollywood people, : moved the large stones himself, ranging from the daily cycles of
ment to take the ideas of "sculp- and ten selecU,d prints show or are the women all Miss Ameri- ~nd placed th_em in the sa~d ~r the ocean to the annual growth of
ture as mass" and drawings as Katz's stress on a visual/concep~ cas. Their beauty comes from the rocks so tl~at t~~y s~o.w__abov~. a. trees.
"small scale works on paper" be- tual approach rather .than an in- culture, education, achievement fi~Jd" Qf r~k-~revealea at low: t~~e.
McCafferty received a Bachelor
yond the limits of their usual , tense concern with the depiction of and belonging.
of Arts degree from Kent St~te .
meanings.
·friends and major personalities of
The Canby Project (Canby, Ore- University in Ohio. He has exhibithe New York cultural circle.
Michael McCafferty is the third gon, finished March, 1977) is a cir- ted in Ohio and throughout the
artist displayed. He is from Seattle cle created of young Douglas firs, . Northwest. He currently installs
The viewer observes the rope
drawings. in order and then is reKatz began his New York career and has been working with land surrounding a group of young se- exhibitions for the Seattle Art
·orientated ·to the familiar space. in t,he early 1950's. He established projects since 1970. Documenta- quoias, approached by a tree-lined Museum.
0
ANN SCHWIETERT

_The observer must wander inten- his reputation during the peak of
H,,nally through the exhibit ~ Abstract E;xpressionism.
·

tion of his work is proVided
through 3 x 4 foot photo-murals,
printed with Paul Macapia.
Six earth-related works . are
shown. Four ~re stone arr~nge- ..
ments, the fifth, a configuration of
trees and the sixth is a pleasing
interaction between the artist's
body and sand and rock formations
on the beach.

Firefoll concert feedback
BY NATE SMITH
Boy, you know for a bunch of
laid-back, mellowed-out Colorado
boys, Firefall sure do play one
LOUD concert. But that's okay.
• )Vhatev~r you have to do to dis~ play aggression, I guess.
Which brings me to the matter
·of the crowd. There must have
been a lot of insecure people out
there because I've never seen such
an incredible amount of aggression
displayed in one place before and I
• mean a LOUD displaying. I know
we're young and that rock and roll
musicians are the most overpaid
people in the world and that we
get ripped of( at every turn but
jeez, kid, can't we learn to co1~trol
ourselves? This "down-in-front"
~ screaming during quiet songs has
got to stop! We know-you're there
and you want attention too, but
there are people who paid money
"' to see the concert (mrself in~lud
ed; sorry to disappoint the guy
behind me who wanted the whole
world to know be hated all of us
®who ~ore passes) and I don't think
they paid to bear you.
As for the music, Jesse Winches~r was great, and having him
here was an historic event. This is
his first tour! You were seeing a
legend for the first time and you
didn't even care! At least you
~idn't until he sang "Twigs ·and
Seeds" (Note to rock star hopefuls:
if you want to get the crowd on
your side and enthusiastic ab<>ut
llyou, either ask, "Do you wanna
rock n roll?" or 'sing a song with
drug references). Those of you who were listening
<Jto jesse may have noticed that .
he's good. His opening song, "Pay-_
day," was ·enough .to get you on
our feet and dance in the bleacher_s, provided you-do that sort of
thing anyw~y.
His sho\. was jam-packed with
that sort of thing! Plus be had slow
songs too! That's right! Songs like .
"Defying Gravity," "Bowling
Green" and "Yankee Lady" kept
· ~is set from deteriorating into a
. Foghat concert. The closing song,
"Rhumba Man" featured not only
good singing and tasty background ,
~laying, but a little dancing by Mr.
W. that put the Amerir.an Bandstand kids to shame. Winchester is
a" bonafide international genius
and still hasn't lost· his southern
accent a.fter ten years in Quebec.
, .· , f,
,Hip-hip-hooray! 1 ~i', ·
~

Firefall is one of those groups · So, the concert was almost a
you just can't hate. They have so success. Had we been able to conmuch fun when they play! They trol ourselves a bit more, there's
grin, crack-up in the middle of no telling how much fun it could
songs, do the bump with each have been.
other, joke with the audience, and
in general, do everything that Bob
Dylan's ·too cool to do when ·he
.
•.
plays. Bass player Mark Andes
lends some Beach Boys-concious~
..
."
.
ness to the proceedings with his
yelling "All right, you guys" at se~
lected intervals during the .course
1822 DEC'77 M.P. 46
of the evening (we counted four
times he said it). Rick Roberts is
We're celebrating
. the father image of the group and
the New Year with
keeps a close eye on everything.
much happiness and
Michael Clarke, of course, is begreat hope for the
yond mere description. He was
great with the Byrds and he's still
future. 'f.hanks to
great. Sure, I hated "Just Rememall our friends and
ber I Love You" the first ·10,000
neigbbors for ·your
times I heard it, but after seeing
kind support. Cheers!
Clarke play the song in a you~can

··v~:~
.::we

··~,,.
. .

. .
·-

,...

..

tell-I'm-cool-becau~e-of-the-ciga

rette-hanging-out-of-my-mouth
pose, it's become more tolerable.
As I said before, these boys
were loud. Their volume transcended the annoying stage and
went right on to the physically~
painful stage. I had to put my ·
hands over my ears twice just to
stop them from clicking. I would
like to make an appeal to all
big-time rock bands to stop playing with feedback onstage. Once
during the concert the guitar
player leaned up to bis amp and
sliced the top of my head off.
Please, I beg of you, no more!
But I don't want to put down the ·
guitar player. Jock Bartley is of
the you-can-tell-how-hard-I'mworking-by-looking-at-my-face
school of musicians. I've never
seen such I!_8inful expr_essions on a
guy's face before-a key tO artistic
dedication.
-
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Button Jewelers Ct

•
1940-1977
*
Central Washington's Most Co,mplete Jew~lry Store.

Beautiful diamond
. jew~lry with
quality and style:
rings, .pendants,
ea~rings, bracelets,
watchbands, tie
tacks-,
watches. ~ · ·
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Writer's page
ROTORBEADS ON THE

WING

Wing Aviation Cadet Class 66-19 is

finishing their second month of
·OR
.SOCIAL DEVIANCE- TAKES TO flight training. Everyone has achieved solo status and now they
'THE AIR.
The time is 1977 aJ,10 the news is
filled with terrorist activities. Hijackings and -kidnappings, assassinations and bombings fill the
television screen. Headlines sere- am with stories of viOlent acts and
reprisals. Yet there are stories
that have remained untold. Like ·
two boys in a fragile aircraft
bringing an American railroad to a
~alt. Precision bombing causing
thousands of dollars in damage to a
locomotive. Come with us as we
roll the calendar back eleven years
and let the truth be known at last.
In perfect honesty, as I write this
story the music coming through
the headphones is the soundtrack
from Those Magnificent Men in
Their Flying Machines. It sets the
mood perfectly. It is the beginning of summer
and the year is 1966. The place is
the United States Army Primary
Helicopter School, Fort Wolters,~
Texas. Warrant· Officer Rotary-

are winging from the main heliport
to . various stage fields without
having an instructor pilot aboard.
Most of us stayed out of trouble.
There were exceptions.
Two of t~~e exceptions were in
the 1st Platoon of the 1st Warrant
Officer Candidate Company, and
they only meant to have a little
fun. The results were beyond their
wildest expectations. ·
I will digress a moment here to
give you
little background.
Summer in Texas is hot. In capital
letters. To refresh ourselves in
flight we usually carried a couple
of bottles of pop in our flight bags.
Since this was contrary to regulations we naturally had to get rid of
the evidence (empty bottles) before arriving at the stage fields.
Also, let it be known that immediately adjacent to helicopter
stage field number three was the
Weatherford, Mineral Wells and
Northwestern branch of the Texas
and Pacific Railr_qad. Now back to

a

the story.
.
Our two junior-birdmen were
winging east one afternoon and
about to enter the traffic pattern
for stage field three, when they
noticed a f:reight train moving
parallel to tpeir course. Being of a
friendly nature and intending only
to promote a little good will with
residents of the "Sovereign State
of Texas," they changed course.
Now picture yourself in the cab
of a diesel· engine humming along
the main line. You are going
through open country with little to
break the monotony. You casually
glance out the window expecting
· to see, well, anything except a face
staring back in from about four
feet away.
After the engineer picked himself up off the floor, he observed
two people in a Hiller OH-23D
observation helicopter waving at
him with great vigor. Once he acknowledged their gestures with a
wave in return, the helicopter
banked away. What they meant
was: "Hi!" What he thought they
meant was: "You have an emergency. Stop the ~i:__a!_n ..:_'!'ll~'s 'ust

·Cross Country Skis
Jarviven, or
Latu Skis

30% off

what he did. A mile-long freight ·.investigation was conducte~ bv
was anchored-up in the middle of · the Army's Criminal Investigation
nowhere for well over an hour _ Division (CID). Fortunately there
while the crew walked it from were still a few pilots left. in the
front to back and back to front. Ar~y who appreciatecl the spirit
They looked for overheated jour- behind such a feat and our flight
nal boxes. For cargo spilling loose. commander was such a man.
For something. Anything. Mean· In our briefing room one mornwhile, the main line stayed closed ing he· read the official paper that
and railroad schedules were
~as being circulated which dethrown out of order acros~ north- scribed the crime, the cost, and the
central Texas. In the . end the punishment ~9 be levied against
United States Army would receive the perpetrators (court-martial!).
a very nasty letter from some The paper requested that all
Very Important Person someflights be asked to come forward
where. This would trickle down with.the names of the persons rethe Army chain of command and sponsible. If they were not prosooner or later someone would duced, it was strongly thre~tened
have to answer to someone. Still, it that graduation would be withheld
wasn't the kind of thing to get too from everyone.
upset about. However, our dynaThe paper was read with all the
mic-duo had more to offer.
necessary gravity, and then we
Only a few days later the pair were asked if anyone present was
were headirig to the same stage involved. A heavy silence fell over
field and discovered another train the room. There was a little
heading east. Having discovered nervous shuffling and coughing,
that trains are quite safe to "buzz" but no confessions. The commansince they are fixed to rails and der nodded. "Right," he finished.
don't make any sudden moves, "No one here. Consider the inthey moved in again. Even closer vestigation closed." He then made
than before. This time they got to the official notation on the paper
within a couple of feet of the top of that none of his people were inthe diesel and got rid of their volved. With that out of the way,
evidence. That's right. Two pop · he leaned across his desk and adbottles. Right down the exhaust dressed the two guilty parties: "I
stack! They did admit with the have heard of a lot of stunts in my
rocking of the engine and the time, but dropping bottles down
wobbling of the helicopter (we exhaust stacks? How did you do
weren't great pilots yet, just bold it?!"
ones) it wasn't all that easy. Again
For a moment or two the pair
. they waved at an equally aston- sat there stunned. They thought
ished engineer and swooped away. they were out of flight school and
Two months later, when the ---:b'it Army Aviation. Then the truth
the fan, the rest of the story came sunk in. They weren't out. They
to light.
were in! They had been accepted
This engineer wasn't upset at into the select group by showing
all. He thought it was the greatest they had more than · just flying
thing he'd ever seen. That's when ability. 'They had the spunk and
1 the trouble started. He thought so
initiative that sets one apart from
much of what he'd seen that he the average. The kind of thing that
couldn't resist telling all his
spawns legends and the kind of
friends. It finally got to his super- stories pilots tell while lifting a
·visor. A man possessing no spirit glass among fellow pilots the
of adventure. No sense of humor, world around.
either.
One of the candidates pushed his
To those not familiar with the chair back and stood up. "Well
intricacies of diesel engines, it sir," he began nervously. "There
seems harmless enough. A couple we were ..." (the classic phrase
. of broken bottles in an exhaust used by pilots since Wilbur and
pipe. What harm could be done? Orville Wright at Kitty Ha.wk).
Plenty!
The story was told to those preIt seems the exhaust gases are sent. Another .adventure experextremely hot. Well beyond the ienced only by those willing to lay
melting point of glass. The melted .it all on the line for the joy of
glass had, by the tiJDe the story stepping beyond normal activity
was heard and the proper engine and experiencing the satisfaction
found and toi:n down for inspec- of -being just a littl~ bit better.
tion, worked its way into a lot of Just -two American boys being
·p arts that didn't function at all what 1'.merican boys have always
well, while plugged with melted I:teen~ Better than boys from anyglass. The United States Army where'"else on earth. Being unique
was presented with a bill in excess individuals.
·
of $50,000! This time a lot of people From the pen of the Purple MOQ&e
. had to come up with answers. An {but that's' another story)
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Rossignol _
E xhibit.ion Skis ·
( 197 6-77 Models).
R.eg. $1 .4500

$101 50
Geze Bindings
_Safe Step In-bindings
Reg. $58° 0
Now

$3995
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Soccer takes it all!!!!
BY GREG KULCZYK
Gutting it out under pressure
against a pair of high-level, competitive squads, propelled CWU's
Soccer Club to two overtime wins
last weeken~.
Playing in the league tourney at
Walla Walla, Central showed an
attitude and style any team at this
windy city would be proud to
display. Molding its play to the
best possible advantage, the Cats
used team speed, superior coaching and excellent shooting to dump
WSU and the u~ of Idaho.
The match Saturday against the
Cougs went back and forth more
times than a ping pong ball · in
China. Central battled back from
mE CHAMPS! The victors of this year's Northwest Inter. one goal deficits twice and finally , collegiate Soccer League surround their w:innings at this year's
defeated WSU 3-2 in sudden tournam~nt in Walla Walla. ,
death.
Back row left to right-Cary Davidson, Paul Jensen, Rob Blossom,
Cary Davidson powered the
Brad Bull, Dave Moe, and Scott Davidson.
Cats to the win with two goals, the
Middle row-Tom Crawley, Charlie Hingston, Bobby Storino,
second being the game winner.
Woody Vanijankul, and John Klimek.
Davidson's goal in the elimination
Front
row-Tim Crawley, Paul "Schmuck" Anderson, Ron Button,
period was one of the finest of the
Mike Storino, and Chuck Hutavatchra.
year.
Player-Coach Tom Crawley callNot pictured is Yas~shi Yamamoto
ed Davidson's drive ·"a hard,
angled shot, not easy to make. game.
wfey's other assist came on ' this
Cary put the ball in the only place
WSU stepped ahead first, five shot.
·
possible."
minutes into the c~ntest, to -go in
The Cougs recaptured the adThe 25-yard boot came about six front 1-0. Davidson's first goal, a vantage 2 to l, fifteen minutes into
minutes into the sudden death shot he later mirrored in the the second half, but it took the
• period. Tim Crawley recorded the overtime, tied the score 1 up, five Cats just five minutes to knot it
assist, one of two he had in the minutes before half-time. Tim Cra- hack to two each.

•

Sports Commentary

Soccer Club :
Screwed over again

Bobby Storino set up a ten-yard
header for Rob Blossom with a
perfect assist pass from about 30
yards out. Blos~om's header eluded the WSU goalie, forcing the
overtime. ·
Overtime in the playoffs consists of two 7 1/z mi~ute periods.
The 15 minutes is played in its
entirety. If the score is still tied,
there is a sudden death period.
First goal scored wins.
After the regulation gam~.
CWU and WSU played a scoreless
overtime, forcing the: sudden
death. Davidson's goal made the
·Cougs' deat!t sudden.
Coach Crawley called WSU the
"toughest team we've played."
Crawley also praised the play of
forward's Charlie Hingston and
Tim Crawley. "They used their
speed to get behind the defenders."
·
About the overall game, Craw. ley stated that "even though WSU
had a few more shots, _w e worked
it (the ball) in better. The team
seemed to capitalize on the shots
we did have."
The coach was pleased with the
play of the defense. It may be the
strongest part of Central's game.
Against the U. of Idaho, a team
the Wildcats tied 1-1 back • on
Oct. 29, the · Cats . niight have
suffered the same fate save for the
overtime system used in the
playoffs. But the tie was not to be,
as CWU showed intestinal fortitude during the overtime. Central
pulled all the stops and scored two
goals within two minutes to clench
the 3-1_victory.
John Klimek scored what
proved to be the game winne:r,.
heading a loose ball in front of the
net past the Vandal goalie, from
about 3 yards.

Tim Crawley iced the cake just
two ticks of the clock later.on wit\
another cerebral shot. Crawley
headed the ball over ihe. goalie's .
outstreached arms into the top of
the net. -Crawley had a hand in
three of the team's six goals in the
tournament, accumulating 1 · goal
and 2 assists.
Central scored first in the
opening period to lead 1 to zero.
Cary Davidson was fouled, ten
minutes having been expired. Rod ·
Blossom booted a 12~yard penalty
kick p~st a flying Vandal goalie.
The 1-zero ~ore held up through
the rest of the first haH and 20
minutes into tbe second. Idaho got
lucky on a fluke goal, making it 1-1.
The Wildcats had a chance to
win the game with about 10
minutesJeft in regulation play, but
a hard drive from the center hit
the bat.
The score remained the same
until CWU blew Idaho off the field
with their 2-goal barrage just into
the· second 7 1/z minute · overtime
period.
Coach said of goalie Ron Button,
"He played an excellent game. On
one save he used his fist to punch
away a hard shot that was certain
to be a point."
The Idaho game was marred
when a Vandal player tried to
start a fight with Dave Moe. Moe
kept a cool head and wo•dd not be
baited. The Idaho man ~-, as tossed
out, allowing CWU top .J.l' -i.he rest
of the way with a one-up advan·
;
tage.
Yesterday a banquet was held iL.
the multipurpose room in Student
Village, The 3-foot first .place
trophy was presented to the team,
which will be kept by the club until
next year's tournament. Hopefully
they will return with it again.

This year's league champion Most Valuable Player award went
team for a couple of years.
Department.
soccer
club from Central, gave out to Tim Crawley.
Like I said before, it's politics as Whitman College has even .had
The Soccer Club has a winter
its
awards
at the season-ending
The Central Soccer .Club travel- usual here at Central. The people soccer as varsity sport for the
.·schedule that includes tournaed to Whitman College the week- who put together the varsity past three years, holding their awards banquet held earlier this
•ments at Washington State and
end .of November 19-20 and came sports budget are the guilty homecoming around soccer this week. \Winner of the !'4ost "Inspira- Eastern. The winter schedule will
ome with the North West Inter- parties in this writer's opinion. year. Cary Davidson estimated tional award was ROn Button. start either · in late February or
collegiate Soccer League champ- Many of the players on the team that it cost each member of the Steve Belew and Brad Bull tied for
early March.
ionship.
agree with that contention. For team about $100 a year (Fall ·.:;he Most Improved award and the
·
The league is comprised of example, varsity lettermen at this Quarter) just to play.
· During the interview I held with
our-year .schools throughout the school receive a letterman's jacket
Northwest, some of which have · after lettering their first year, a the soccer team the day after they
soccer as a vai-s"ity sport but most plaque after their second year, won the championship, I got the
do not. Central is one of the very their choice of a ring or a new distinct impression that they felt
ew schools that receives absolute- - jacket at the end of their third good about winning the title but
ly no financial support. from either year and a large blanket after even more so, they felt good
its varsity sports budget, Physical their fourth year of varsity compe- . because they did it without the
Education Def>artment, or the tition. Now, I ask you, friends, school's help and, matter of fact,
\tudent body. The- money that does this sound like a varsity despite the school's lack of consiCentral's Soccer Club uses for program that is concerned about deration. I heard gripes about how
transportation, uniforms, lodging saving the students' money or that they neglected the soccer field all
and everything else comes out of is facing a financial crunch?. I don't summer and let all the grass die off
so that now all they're left with is ·a.
1.heir own pockets.
think so.
It has been politics as usual for
The junior varsity sports pro- mud pit. They were very impresthe Soccer Club over the past gram also consumes enormous sed with the fact that the televiumber of years. Their advisor · amounts of money. Many times sion station came out and videosees no way that soccer could be these programs are merely the taped a few of their home games
accepted as a varsity sport by the breeding grounds for varsity pro- and they thanked · the Crier for
NAIA. Either he hasn't really grams, all too often at the expense letting them air their cause. ·
You know, I wonder how many
ried to get them in, or he just oJ some very worthwhile sports
knows hov' •mmovable the system that are forced to cut back to the other teams on this campus would
and the pevple that work in that bone just to survive. This means be able to field teams if team
system are. From. personal experi- that "life long" sports like swim- members had to fork out one
lnce, I happen to believe it is the ming an~ women's volleyball .bare- hundred bucks every season just
latter and that is really too bad. ly have enough to make ends meet, to play. That would shoot down
It's bad because soccer is an which translates into a program your football team in no time flat
inexpensive sport to run, it has that isn't able to grow and mature. as well as the basketball teams,
In stark contrast to Central's field hockey, and baseball to say
alot of ·student interest at Central
and it has a ·strong enough financial woes, Eastern's soccer nothing of the swim and track
program, despite the non-suppor- club is totally supported by that teams. I would venture to say-that ·
tive P .E. Department, to field school. The University of Idaho is there wouldn't b~ · another varsity
winning team.
sponsored hr the Coca-Cola Com- team on campus. That would leave
One member expressed his dis- pany who pay~ for motel and gas the soccer club and the men's
925~1698
satisfaction with Central by saying money every time they go on a volleyball club as the only teams
1hat he held no hope for soccer road game. WSU doles out $2,000 left on campus. Maybe that
Mon.-Sat.
&coming a varsity sport with to its soccer club which would be wouldn't be such a bad idea after
Beamer and Fredridt$ in the P.E. more than en.mrgh·-tcrrun Pentl'.ars- ,,. aJ}, ,_, .
. .:.
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Wildcats lose finale 39 -9

•

down. On the afternoon. Hou8e touchdown to bring the Wildcats . Preston Young, who returned it all covered two fumbles on the day.
The Wildcats could manage only
rushed for 126 ya.-ds in 16 carries : to within four at 13-9 but an · the way for the score.
The · Wildcat . football team and scored three touchdowns.
attempted two-point conversion
On the second play following the 51 yards in offense in the second
ended · its season, Saturday the .. Following the ensuing kick-off, failed.
kick-off, Martin fumbled and it was haH and ended the game with 242•
It didn't take long for dis~ter to _rec9~ered by SFU at Central's yards while allowing SFU 400
19th, on a losing note by dropping . Central marched 59 yards in 11
a non-conference contest to Simon plays and scored on Charles Stock- strike in the third quarter. On the three yard line. Three plays later, yards. The Cats, who bad ran the
Fraser University 39-9.
well's 'i!T yard field goal. The drive Wildcats' very first play, Burt House went in for his second TD. ball with quite a degree of success
this season, rushed for only 84
Trailing only 13-9 at th~ haHway consumed over five minutes and fumbled on the Cats' own 26 yard
mark, the Wildcats saw any hopes , was done without the use of a pass. line. The Clansmen managed to
House added hi.S third touch- yards in 47 carries on this day. In
of victory that they .may have held , The drive was aided by a 23 yard . move the ball as far as the CatS' down on a one yard plunge in the addition they were thrown for a
smashed early in the third quart- run on a fake punt on fourth and ·sev:en but an attempted field goal _ fourth quarter and SFU finished total of 63 yards in losses.
er.
three situation by John Freeman. failed.
their scoring when a Jeff ArmThe defeat left the Wildcats
The Clansmen.scored two touch- . A personal foul penalty tacked on
Four plays after Central took strong fumble was recovered in
over possession, Martin threw a · the end zone for a touchdown. Reg with a 3-6 record, matching wt
downs in a 1 1/z minute period, an additional 15 yards. ·
converting a pass interception and
SFU mounted a scoring drive in pass that was intercepted by Advocaat of the Clansmen re- year's mark.
a fumble into scores. The Wildcats the second quarter. Keeping the
were never able to recover after ~ ball on the ground, the Clansmen
that.
marched for 62 yards and a
SFU struck early in the contest. touchdown, Martin passing six
•
After an exchange of punts, the ' .yards to Rjck Price for the score.
saw many fine aggressive play op- · Rhonda Mann at left outsi~e were
Clansmen lined up on their own 26 The point after -was wide of the BY RICKIE WETBERHOLT
portunities on both sides, with the ; outstanding according t<;> ~G_o!~IL
yard line. After an incomplete 1 goalposts so with 5:14 left in the
The CWU Women's Hockey single goal being scor,ed by Melissa • Jean Putnam. CWU was defeated
pass, SFU quarterback, Nelson , haH, SFU lead the Wildcats 13-3.
Martin, handed off to running back · That's the way that it looked team ended its season November Martin, assisted by Rhonda Mann. · - by OCE in the final game, with
Rick House, who spun off a pile of like the half was going to end, but 18-19 at Simon Fraser University In the third game against Willa- : OCE coming back to· avenge--ali
would-be tacklers, broke to the with no time left on the clock, Jon with a win over Willamette, a tie mette, Central outplayed the Ore- · .earlier defeat with their entire
outside, and raced untouched Martin tossed a 67 yard scoring with Boise State and losses to gon team 1-0 and put together the : forward line of seniors playing
finest stickwork and attack play of · their last college game.
down the sidelines for the touch- ' strike to Charles Green for a Idaho and OCE.
"As an overview of our play
Cei;itral was one of 24 teams the season. Donna Meshke put in
participating in the Northwest the lone goal for Central with ' throughout the season, I was ,
College Women's Sports Associa- Linda Swanson assisting. All three , pleased with the progress made by
tion Hockey Conference and play- seniors contributed to that game . a fairly young and inexperienced
ed four matches with selected for their personal bests in terms of · teain. AThey · showed great stick..
teams. The Conference final games hµstle, . stickwork and strategy. ; work and were beginning to show
are not intended to pick a winner Becky Turner, Captain at left linli, · their knowledge of the game and •
but only to play colleges that have Patty Blan~ord at center back and . t~eir ~bility to pr_~ss and hustle."
not already competed together
during the season.
In the first game, the Cats met
against the strong Idaho team that
had already overpowered them
earlier in the season with a 3-0
score. A 1-1 draw with Boise State BY TONY LEITCH
learning experience and try to put
it all together next year.
Suhm felt that if he could be in
. Toby Suhm, Central's lone entrant in the NAIA ·cross country the top 15 after the first mile, then •
championship, finished 13th in the he would run a good race. After
national level contest · held in the one mile mark, he was running
Kenosha, Wisconsin. By finishing third. He felt that starting as fast
in the top 25, he qualified as an as he did enabled him to· break out
of tlie main pack and run with the·
All-American.
Suhm is already looking forward leaders.
He also {elt that the course in
to next year's national contest.
Nine of the runners finishing Kenosha is a fair one for a national
ahead of Suhm in this year's meet because it is "wide open and
competition were seniors, so he has plenty of room to pass because
can look forward to it with opti- there is such a big field participating. The course also has a fair •
mism.
?.
Suhm's strategy going into the number of hills which doesn't let
race was to start fast and run the the sprint racer have an advanbest race he was capable of. After tage."
Suhm traveled with the Eastern
the race he felt that he may have
&
started a little too fast and there- · club to the meet since there were
fore didn't have quite enough at apparently not enough funds to
the end to do as well as he could. send Wildcat coach Spike Arlt to
·:eut he feels he can look at it as a t.he contest.

BY TONY LElTCB

•

H 0 ckey team improved

THURSDAY NIGHT
BONG SHOW

Suhm :-All-American

yeah!

'20 PRIZE

FOR BEST ENTRY

8:30 - 9:30 OPEN .MIKE
9:30 - 11 :·3 0 BONG SHOW
JAM SESSION .
1 l:30 .

FARMER'S F'ERRY , FRI.

'The Line'

SAT.

.THE CROSSROADS

Hockey Nationals
Ellensburg

BY BICKIE WETHERBOLT

Wildcat of the·Week

v. Simon Fraser

Brougham
Wed. - Sat. upstairs
$1 25 Pitchers from 8:00 .. 9:3
Wed . lViKht • Steak Nigh·t
Thurs. Ladies Nights
Free cover for ladies.
,soe Sf!hooners of domestic wine

· Next

w~ek

Tahe ad~ _o f Goo

Onyx

Jim Scarsorie
Be's entitled to two free
dinners ud a.free pau to the
danee fleor.

's - ~~ bar ~ builifyo_w QWR

• .$2 15

Becky Turner and Patty Blanford, two of CWU's Varsity Hoc·
key players who were selected to
play with the Pacific Northwest
Sectional teams at the National
Tournament in Denver over
Thanksgiving, returned yesterday
to relate their impressions.
All section teams played a round ·
robin pool, then winners played off
interpool play to determine top
teams. PNW I ended with a 4-2-1
record, putting. them higher in the
standings than they have ever
been in the past three years. PNW ·
Il's 2-2-3 record was also better
than past performances. Altho.ugh
they did not place in the top
standings, they are enthused about their performance and the
improvement of Northwest hockey.
The Association for Intercollegiate Athletics (AIAW) College
Championships were held simultaneousl:y- with the USHF A Sec- .

tional Championships. Central did
not enter the qualifying tourna- •
rilent this year. The University of
Oregon won the northwest bertb
to that tournament but were not in
contention in the _single elimination competitions after their firs~
three games, losing 6-0 to toJ?,s8eQM Westchester (Penn.), then
to Madison College (VA) 5-0, and
finally to the University of Arizona
.2-1 in a tie breaker.
Westchester confronted Ursinus, both Pennsylvania teams (the
heart of hockey in the U.S.) for the
championship for the third consecutive year with Westchester ta
king the match in a thrilling 2-0
· game. "I have never seen such
tight stickwork, fast agressive
play, a beautiful flow to the game,"
remarked Jean Putnam who attended the tournament and planning meetings a8 next year's National Tournament Director. "I am
thrilled and honored to have the
opportunity to direct both of these
championship tournaments to be
·held at CWU next year." .
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End of drought-oasis 1n sight?
at Centra~. According to Abe Poffenroth, there is a three year plan
in affect, whereas this year's crew,
Central's football season ended along with a good year in recruiton a losing note, a similar result ini, will give the Wildcats a very
that happened five other times young squad still for next year.
· this year to go with the three wins. But the following year after every,put there is good news for those one has had game experience and
who are going to be attending has worked together as a unit,
Central next year. Many of the Central is going to be top confans probably didn't-know that this tenders in whatever league they
1ear's team had 25 inexperienced happen to belong to.
freshmen on t,he squad, or that in
It all depends if this year's rethe Wildcats' best game of the cruiting is successful; Tom Parry,
year, a two-point loss to League head football coach, seems to think
cJjhamp OCE, only_ one senior · it is going to be a decent year at
started on the offensive squad.
the least.
All this means that next year is
This year's team had several
going to be a good one for victories problems leading to their demise
. BY JACK COREY

on the field. Ken Price's mid-year
injury robbed Central of its best
back for the rest of the season. The
team never started the same three'
receivers for any game, which
allows for bad timing with the
quarterback-which also means a
lot of incompletions-which means
a lot of punts and a lot of time on
the field for the defensive unit.
Final statistics showed a lot of
reasons why we aren't going to the
Apple Bowl this month in Seattle.
Our passing offense was 800 yards
less than all .opposing team~, in

~at .Party

wins·... again

Wed .Dec 7

Tom Powers killed any scoring
opportunity by intercepting a pass
·A week after winnillg the Co- ·with 17 seconds on the clock to seal
ed Championship, Alliance-Pizza the victory.
Place captured. first place in the
To advance to the finals, Allii!len's ·division of the Intramural ance P/P beat the Do Wrong Boys
Football League. Winning the two 18-6. Two Dietz passes, one to
_ch_ampionships by a single team,, Randy Sheriff, (30 yards), and .one
(minus the girls), is quite a feat. to Gary Edlund, (60 yards), pow.,Such a feat can't _be reme~bered ered them to the win. Alliance also
to have happened by anyone. The scored both PATs and a safety.
fact that the two team's in the 1
men's finals were from D-League
nly magnified the strength of that \ " .
league.
·
Sp·ec1al
In the final, Alliuice-P/P came
from behind in -the second ha,lf to J iK-2 Shortcut _with
in 8 to 6 over the Headjobbers.
. marker M3-5
Headjobbers scored first mid- ~
way through the first half, crosBindings
sing the goal line to go ahead 6-0.
he 'Jobbers attempt at a 2-point
Reg .$ 190
PAT failed. The half ended without any more scoring.
Just into the second half, Rich
~ietz tossed a pass of four yards-to
Chris Olsen, tying the game 6 up.
Kim McReynolds scored what
_proved to be the winning points
'7hen he caught the PAT from
Dietz.
The Headjobbers- threatened
with about two minutes left,
. Jdriving towards t~e Alliance goal .
line. The defense held, forcing the
'Jobbers to turn the ball over on
jlowns. With 30 seconds left, the
'Jobbers got the ball back for one
· more chance.

H_appy Hour
All Night

BY GREG. KULCZYK

Chl'lst~as

now has a year or more under
yards less than the teams we their helmets. Jon Martin also will
I played. Our per-game yardage be back to give the leadership the
: average e,nded up 120 yards less team needs in ·an upswing year.
The team gave out its annual
than the teams we played. The
final scoring was 138 for the Wild- awards in a final get-together
cats and 211 for the "other guys." earlier this week.
Defensive back, Rob Todd, won
Next year will be an up year for
Central's grid squad, with a lot of · the Outstanding Freshman award,
good running backs returning, as Rich Harris was awarded as the
well as some other key players. Best Tackler, John Freeman took
Ken Price will be back and Don Most Inspirational, and John PrigBurt, another fine freshman full- more took the Best Blocker award,
back is returning, as well as almost as well as .being voted this years'
the whole defensive ..:. line, which , Team Captain.

Ille

...

Alli~nce

i fact our total offense ended up 900

8:00
-

- ..-..~

-

p.m~

~---

-

Sunday Dinner
ALL _yQu __ can EAT $1 25

A.. .-,. Spaghetti
. .J:S..Y Green Salad

T

Garlic Bread

4:00 - 7:00

~~~~==::=::;;;:::::=:::~---::::;;:::::

Majlogan;-the \.VOITian every ~wants to~
and every man wants to have.
·.
,

¥*

Special $145

November 10
Show Time ' 3, 7, & 9:·3o pm ·
Show Place sue THEATRE
General 'Admissi.On $1.0o
Rated p ·e

.Pap 22

.
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DIGGS
"THIS IS VERY
HARD TO READ1TH INK 'tt>ORTORCH
WENT OUT!

Iryouhave ..
better .things
_to ·do than shop,
eook,&
do dishe's.~

•

•

•

. This is just
the ticket for you
The Off-Campus Meal Plan. It can save you
time, money, hassle and it can give you ten
different ways to get a warm, wel I-balanced
meal. That's right. Centra.l 's Food Services .
Department offers ten different plans to
suit your schedule. Whether you want just .
lunch, lunch and dinner or breakfast and

lunch and dinner during ·5 or 7 days of
the week, the Food Services Department
has an economical plan to suit you.
So do yourself a favor, come on into the
Food Services Offices. in Holmes Dining
Hall and find out what hassle-free dining is

al I about. You can pick up a rate sheet
that describes al I of the different ways to
use the Off-Campus Meal Plan and breaks
down their individual costs.

'I•

The Off-Campus Meal Ticket- .... Food
let it do the work for you.
Service ·

.
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VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING ·.·
FIELD E;xJ>ERIEN~E
__ 1! you are plannin~ a field
The CWU Annual Fund Drive is
Nomination for the Distinguishexperience _for Winter term, you still being prepared for mailing. ~d TeaChing Award for 1978 are,
··rill need . to pie~ . up - a F1eld Volunteers are needed any tirrie of now .being solicited. Continuou
~xperience Agreement form from the day or evenings every day of superior teaching on the undertlie Cooperative ·Eaucation Office~ the week except Sundays until the graduate or graduate level& will be
Peterson 202 (phone: 963-2404), as )lo_!i9~Y..!· If yo_u_have 0 p_'! hour 0 !. the primary consideration in gran~oon as possible in order to get m?re to donate to tliw campus-; 1 ting this a ward. Nominees must be
.r
theB Alumni
necessary approvals 1or
your CFE . •wide
Aff . endeavor,
Offi
t call 275
(Ba--..- current mem bers of t he f aculty 963- ~
.
f
th
d
d~
airs
cea:
Th e orm mus e approve an ·1Hall, Room 310 ). The CWU Foun• andbave ~ughf
t or at le~t ·one
.
completed bef<?re registration. The ~ t'
d . . t
th' A
full academic year at the time of
1 nommat1on.
· Off"ice wish- · ·aF iond D
a minis
. •
. will
.
0 nly one award
•£'1oopere1l.t"ive Edcation
. · ers
h. h . is ednnua
f
es to obtain necessary information
un
r~ve w ic 18 ua
or be given this year and faculty
fi:om you and it may also be able to sc~ol;rships, departmental need~ members in any of the following
assist you in getting the kind of an or man~ areas Qf camp• .five categories are eligible for conC FE you desire.
ne~d. Help this endeavor and yea. sideration: full professor, associate
A.F.:R.O.T .C.
~e ~ your;elf. Facul~y • staff, stu- . professor, assistant professor or
The Air Force Reser~e Officers en s an co~mumty . ~ember• .,instructo!'. and t~aching ~.Training Corps unit at CWU will ,8 !e all needed if the mailing dead- ' Contact the Alumni . Associatfon;
be administering the Air Force lines 1tre to be met.
·
Barge Hall, Room 310 for further
Officers Qualification Test (AFO
MlSSING ANY TEXTBOOKS?
jnformation and an Qffic.41.l b~UQ_b
READER'S THEATRE
QT) on Friday, December 2, at 9
Did you know that selling back
. a.m. in Peterson Hall #102. The
· The Reader's Theatre will be
· AFOQT is the initial step in the books not belonging to you, whe- . presented December 8, 9 & 10, at
application procedures for all stu- ther found or stolen, is considered 8:30 p.m. in the Three Penny
dents interested in applying for larceny in this state? Jerrol's and Playhouse. Cost for admission will
+.he AFROTC program. If inter- the;Central Bookstore are cooper- be 50 cents.
ested, please call: 9l"3-2314, to be ating in an effort to spot book4i
that have been reported missing,· WOM_~N: VAISITY nNNISscheduled for . the test.
or stolen. If you're missing any
There will be a meeting for all
LTDC CONCERT
books, pick up a form at the Book- , women interested in Varsity 'l'0nstore,
fill
it,
out,
then
leave
one
The Labor Temple Dance Colnis on Tuesday, December 6 at 4.
lective (LTDC) will present its · ·copy -on file there arid the other p.m. It will be in Nicholson Pavifirst annual concert Friday, De- copy at Jerrol's.
. lion, Roo_m 116.
ember 2. "An Evening of Dance"
· will' be held in Hertz Auditorium
on the CWU campus at 8:30 p.m.
The company will perform a·
lariety of dances ranging from
jazz to modern. Members of the
Ellensburg Youth Ballet, CWU
Orchesis and' the Ellensburg Poly.1esian Dance Studio will dance
several pieces.
Paula Clancey of Dance Theater,
Seattle and Lana Jo Sharpe, CWU
Janee instructor, are featured as
guest artists.
Clancey will perform two dances
from her repertoire: "Cenozoic"
and "Soliloquy."
On Thur~day from 3 to 5 p.m.
she will hold a master class in the
SUB ballroom. Another master
class w~ be held Thursday even- ·
ing from 7:15 to 9:15 in Barge 400 . .
A $5 fee will be charged for the :
,vening class. Contact Lana Jo
harpe, 3-1951 or Christine Pat- ·
terson, 925-2173, for enrollment in ·
these classes.
• Tickets for the Friday performance are available from Four
Winds Bpokstore-or at Hertz Auditorium before the concert: General
dmission !s $2, $1 .for children.
;w]NT~R

r•

INTERNATIONAL READING
DISTINGUISHED ALtJinwl
NOMINAT!ONS 88UGBT .
AFSOCIATION .
The DistingUished Al'llmnus of ' -, -... ·
.1978 will be selected at the Alumni j Are you a. potential IRA member't
.Association's spring board m•- Do you ,feel th~ need and impor·
·ing. If yo~ know of a graduate who i ~nee f?r readmg ~nd . the re~d
has ·received either an undergnd- mg habit~. ~ ~~ you IBlght be m·
i uate
or .advance degree from terested lb JOmmg the new local
CWU, who has lieen reeognized fot .chapt_er of the ~~ (International
his or ·her achievement in. a pro- -l Re~dmg__ Ass·.JCMltion)..
· .
On December 6, at 5:30, there
fessional field and has made .
stanti8.l contributions t.0 soeiety. will be a get-acquainted potluck
you can nominate that peden by dinner for all members and those
filling out the form available from . interested, at Mrs. ·Jakubek's
the Alumni Association, Room 310, l house. All ears and people needing
Barge Hall. Alumni previously rides should meet at · Black Hall
nominated will be considered ·a- before 5 p.m. Bring a dish of your
gain during this year's selection ehoise. Plates and beverages will
_proces_s.
be provided. The . agenda will
· ·NEED A JOB?
include the election of officers and
Did you know that in the past the approval of the organization's
few weeks tliere were jobs avail- bi-laws so the IRA _can become a
able for students that went un- recognized. CWU club. Everyone
filled, such . as delivery person, interested is invited to attend.
·.construction, movers, yardwork,
For inf~rmation, call Debbie
housecleaning, carpenter, cook, ·Cowell at 925-1087 or see Dr.
~ish~as.~er, r_!feree, retail clerk, Greatsinger 'Qr Mrs. Jakubek..,
and on and on? If you are sincerely.
. SOCIOLOGY SOCIETY
looking for work, stop by the StuThe Sociology Society meets
dent Employment Office, Room , today, Thursday, at 3:15 in INSB
-101, Barge Hall, and check out the · 401. Featured speaker will be Dr.
jobs listed on the bulletin board William Benson. The Society also
outside the door. Let us help you makes available a free tutoring
help yourself-that's why we're
.' service for Sociology stud~nts .
here!

i

I

sub-1 ·

-

'

s

·MARRIED TO A STUDENT?
NEED A JOB?
.

•

Married to a student and unable
to · find a job to help make ends
wieet? Did you know that the Student Employment Office in Barge
Hall, Room 101, has information
ab?ut jobs that are especially
a nted for a student spouse who is
available during the hours when
most students are attending classes? We have both full time and
r rt-time positions, such as
switchboard operator, babysitter,
secretary, custodial, draftsman,
fgod service worker and many
iflore, with new positions becoming available nearly every day.
Call 963-3008 or better still, stop
bj our office and see if we can ,
match up your experience with
. some need . employer's job.
BAWAD.BOLU>AY
. A Reminder: The Central Wash'. ington University Alumni Associa,,tion is sponsoring a winter holiday
iil lfawaii. The dates are February
1-10. The cost is $539. The price
includes 7 nights on Maui in a
luxurious condominium with a
-.ental car all week (unlimited
mileage plus gas), 2 nights at the
Hyatt Regency in Waikiki". If you .
.~re interested, call the Alumni
~ffairs Office at 963-2752 for
:details. The deadline is December

•
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1Jo . 'OU fzave- a Jio6i

oJ- tn:ferest

tliaJ:

. . ~, ~ nee-J yo~! w~ or~ .star~mg a {me'V111J/eJiit
:k1t0M

and~yeofik- t:o J~ the-11
~ anJ J.kdis, ·. ':}ttfou are- iJtfi!.rest:eCJ,

aJ~ to fiiD . 5VB tefomtatwn, -6ootli

al CJiJV

963-31188. ·
·
Jlus .hJtll 6s- an, oyfortwatg
forfJOU1 fhe. [/kn5furfl # cmttp~
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GRINDER SPECIAL :
•

~ ~·

"

1111- -

. 925-1111

.

925-2222

.

'

... TONIGHTONLY!!! ·
5
P.M. - 2 A.M. ·. . ..
· . PIZZA MIA'S WAY OF THANKING YOU
.

.

.

FOR A GREAT QUARTER!!

·

MEDIUM ·.GRINDER.
CANADIAN BACON, ROAST BEEF,VEGIE ·

.· INSIDE ORDE.R S. .
$1.50 - SAVE'55c ! ! ! ! · .~
.A MPUS DELIVERY~
· $1.75 .- SAVE
65c
!
!
!
!
AND
(INCLUDES TAX, ORDERS TO GO, 10 c EXTRA) .

(INCLUDES TAX
..

._

DELIVERY!!!) ·

'

·HOME DELIVERY

$1.95-SAVE 45c! ! ! !
925-ll_l l 925-2222
·(INCLUDES TAX AND DELIVERY .IN ZONE I

\

j

'

.

A~EA)

.

.

PIZZA MIA'S SNOW JOB!!!!
-- HAPPY HOUR ANYTIME IT SNOWS THIS MONTH

-

